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U.S. military
may face
shortage in
its reserves
By ROBERT BURNS
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)— Pie
strain of fighting a longer,
bloodier war in Iraq than U.S.
commanders originally foresaw
brings forth a question that most
would have dismissed only a
year ago: Is the military in danger of running out of reserve
troops?
At first glance the answer
would appear to be a clear no.
There are nearly 1.2 million men
and women on the reserve rolls,
and only about 70,000 are now
in Iraq to supplement the regulars.
But a deeper look inside the
Army National Guard. Army
Reserve and Marine Corps
Reserve suggests a grimmer picture: At the current pace and size
of American troop deployments
to Iraq, the availability of suitable reserve combat troops
could become a problem as early
as next year.
The National Guard says it
has about 86,000 citizen soldiers
available for future deployments
to Iraq, fewer than it has sent
there over the past two years.
And it has used up virtually all
of its most readily. deployable
combat brigades.
In an indication of the concern about a thinning of its
ranks, last month the National
Guard tripled the re-enlistment
bonuses offered to soldiers in
Iraq who can fill critical skill
shortages.
Similarly, the Army Reserve
has about 37,500 deployable
soldiers left — about 18 percent
of its total troop strength.
The Marine Corps Reserve
appears to be in a comparable

Flying On Faith

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times photo
These Murray State cheerleaders put on a display during the first half of Saturday's game between the Racers
and Tennessee State. Game coverage can be found in today's Ledger sports section.

Poachers are harvesting endangered mussels
AP File Photo
A U.S. Marine runs for
cover during a two-hour
period of sporadic battling
with
insurgents,while
another Marine points his
rifle down the road, in
Ramadi, Iraq, in this file
photo. Although an overall
analysis of the perfrormance of U.S. Marine
Corps Reserves is complimentary, the Marnes and
the other military services
may be in danger of running out of reseerve
troops.
position, because most of its
40,000 troops have been mobilized at least once already.
Officials said they have no figures available on how many are
available for future deployments

III See Page 2A

COVINGTON. Ky. (AP) Poachers are plying the Licking
River in search of washboard
mussels, an endangered species
whose shells are coveted for use
in making cultured black pearls.
The freshwater mussels are
being dug up in vast numbers
and shipped to Japan and China.
Once in Asia, the black shells
have holes punched in them and
the trims are inserted into oysters. The oysters secrete fluid
onto the shells that result in
pearls after about 18 months.
The Licking River in northern Kentucky has a rich supply
of the unique washboard mussel.
"The mineral content of the
Licking gi.es these mussels
black blotches on their shells
that will create a black pearl,"
said Mickey Craig, a Kentucky
wildlife and boating officer.
"The Licking is a gourmet river
for these shells. And were talking about a mega-money operation."
Washboard mussels can live
for up to 100 years. growing to
the size of dinner plates. Their

shells can fetch up to $8 per
pound. and poachers can sometimes haul away 2.000 pounds
or more of the shells in a single
night.
Craig, a 24-year veteran
wildlife officer, grew up in
Campbell County and spent his
youth playing in the Licking
River. He has been involved in
all 17 mussel-poaching busts
made over the past two years on
the Licking. He says poachers
usually come from western
Kentucky. Tennessee, Alabama
or Arkansas.
He said one group he arrested
last year collected 1,500 pounds
of shells in a couple of hours.
"You couldn't pick up rocks
any faster," Craig said. "It's a
cut-throat business, kind of like
the cocaine trade of natural
resources. And right now. I'd
say the Licking is the hottest
river in the eastern U.S."
Mussels are vital to streams
because they filter pollutants out
of the water, so they act as a type
of natural stream cleaner. They
also provide a vital link in the

food chain, because they often
release undigested food into the
water that insect larvae feed on.
Those insects then become food
for fish.
Poachers typically scuba dive
to collect their illegal bounty,
wearing spiked boots that keep
them stationary under water
against the current. They'll
place lookouts on the roads,
while using radios and nightvision goggles to watch for law
enforcement.
State forfeiture laws apply to
poaching, just like the drug
trade. That means people risk
losing their trucks, boats, scuba
gear and any other equipment
used during the crime.
Forfeitures from northern
Kentucky alone have brought in
about $60.000 in revenue to the
department over the past few
years.
Monte McGregor, a biologist
with the Kentucky Fish and
Wildlife Department. said many
species of mussel in Kentucky
are among the most endangered
animals in the world. Some har-
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vesting is allowed by the state.
but that harvesting must he done
with a tool that is capable of
capturing only about 1 percent
of the mussels in a bed.
Poachers can wipe out entire
mussel beds. McGregor said.
"Of the 103 species in the
state, we've lost seven to extinction and another 14 are on the
federally endangered species
list," said McGregor, who is trying to raise endangered mussels
in captivity with the hope of
eventually restocking streams.
Craig said people boating on
the river can help spot poachers
by looking for a couple telltale
signs: drag marks on the river
banks from people hauling bags
full of shells out of the water,
along with the burlap or nylon
sacs poachers use.
"I feel like we're doing a
great service because of the
importance of these animals to
the environment," Craig said.
"This work is important. and it's
got to be done."
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•Reserves ...
From Front
to Iraq.
Both the Army and the
Marines are soliciting reservists
to volunteer for duty in Iraq.
-The reserves are pretty well
shot" after the Pentagon makes
the next troop rotation, starting
this summer, said Robert
Goldich, a defense analyst at the
Congressional
Research
Service.
Among the evidence:
II Of the ational Guard's 15
best-trained, st-equipped and
most ready-uldeploy combat
brigades, all but e are either in
Iraq now, have demobilized
after returning from a one-year
tour there or have been alerted

Correction
In the obituary for Carlos M.
Steele, published on Friday and
Saturday. the name of WMOK
radio station in Metropolis. III..
was listed incorrectly.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916.
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for duty in 2005-2006.
1 he exception is the South
Carolina National Guard's 218th
Infantry Brigade, which has had
not been deployed to Iraq as a
full bngade because smaller
groups of its soldiers have been
mobilized periodically for
homeland defense and numerous missions abroad, including
Iraq.
•The Army Reserve, with
about 205,000 citizen soldiers
on its rolls for support rather
than combat duty, has been so
heavily used since the Sept. 11,
2001 attacks that, for practical
purposes, it has only about
37,500 troops available to perform the kinds of missions
required in Iraq, according to an
internal briefing chart entitled.
"What's Left in the Army
Reserve?"
III The chief of the Army
Reserve, Li Gen. James R.
Helmly, recently advised other
Army leaders that his citizen
militia is in "grave danger" of
being unable to meet all its operational responsibilities. He said
the Reserve is "rapidly degenerating into a 'broken' force."
The mix of troops in the U.S.
force rotation now under way in

Iraq is about 50 percent active
duty and 50 percent reserves.
But that is set to change to 70
percent active and 30 percent
reserve for the rotation after
that, beginning this summer,
because combat-ready Guard
units have been tapped out.
Thus, two active-duty Army
divisions that have already
served one-year tours in Iraq —
the 101st Airborne and the 4th
Infantry — have been selected
to return in the coming rotation.
The 1st Marine Expeditionary
Force already is on its second
tour in Iraq.
The potential squeeze could
be avoided if security conditions
in Iraq improve so dramatically
this year that the Pentagon
decides it can achieve stability
with a smaller force.
The original expectation.
after the fall of Baghdad in April
2003, was that a troop withdrawal could begin within
weeks. But an unanticipated
insurgency — which turned out
to be lethal and resilient —
changed the picture and led to
the stressful situation the Army
faces today.
In some respects, the use of
Army and Marine reservists in
Iraq has been a success story.
Goldich, the defense analyst.

said their performance has gen
erally
been
excellent.
Commanders sing their praise.
Yet there is a limit to the
reserves' resources, and the limit
may be nearing.
It's not the absolute number
of reservists that poses a problem. It's the number who have
the right skills for what is
required in Iraq and who have
not already served lengthy tours
on active duty since President
Bush authorized the Pentagon
three days after the Sept. 11
attacks to mobilize as many as 1
million reservists for up to 24
months.
A portion of the best-crained
reservists are approaching the
24-month limit, and sonic senior
officials inside the Army are
considering whether the limit
should be redefined so that
mobilizations over the past three
years would, in effect, not count
against the 24-month limit.
The Guard and Reserve are
hurting in other ways, too. Their
casualties in Iraq have been
mounting (16 deaths in October.
28 in November, 20 in
December and at least 15 in the
first 13 days of January), and the
National Guard and Army
Reserve have been missing their
recruiting goals.

Murray Ponce Deportment
• An injury accident was reported at Dodson Street between North
17th Street and Coldwater Road at 9:26 a.m. Fnday. Robbie Sent,
37, of Murray, was traveling eastbound on Dodson when another
vehicle backed out of the driveway at 1605 Dodson. Brian Rickard.
20, of Trenton, Ky., did not see Senf's vehicle, causing the vehicles
to collide. Serif was transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital
with possible back injuries.
• Loud music was reported at 12:05 p.m. Fnday at 206 S. 16th St.
Darlene Manning, 41, of Murray, was warned to keep music down or
she would be cited for disorderly conduct. A second loud music complaint was reported at 12:33 p.m., but when an officer responded to
the residence Manning wasn't there. She was arrested at 12:56 p.m.
for disorderly conduct and alcohol intoxication after she was found
banging on a door at Murray Elementary School.
• An injury accident was reported on Ky. 94 East past Ky. 1346 at
7:01 p.m. Friday.
• Subjects were reported throwing water balloons at passing cars at
12:39 a.m. Saturday.
• Gregory Jirak was arrested for first-offense driving under the influence, possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia after a traffic stop near the Hamilton Street soccer field at 12:58
a.m. Saturday.
• Kern Pagareski, 28, of New Concord, was arrested Saturday for
second-degree possession of a controlled substance and theft. by
unlawful taking less than $300. The controlled substance was found
on her when she was served with a warrant for the theft charge. Cecil
D. Williams, 32, was served with a warrant for hindering prosecution.
•An injury accident was reported at Lynnhurst at 6:28 p.m. Saturday.
• A burglary was reported at 8:27 p.m. Saturday at 308 S. 16th St.
•An attempted burglary was reported at 4.03 a.m. Sunday at 1542-J
Diuguid Drive.
• A caller reported at 5:23 a.m. Sunday someone else possibly tned
to break in to 1606-A Miller St. about an hour earlier.
• An injury accident was reported at 10:12 a.m. Sunday at Main
Street and Broach Ave. Michelle Underwood, 19, of Murray, was traveling westbound on Main Street. Marcia Hubbard, 72, of Mayfield,
attempted to turn left onto Broach from eastbound Main and turned
into the path of Underwood. The vehicles collided. EMS transported
Hubbard to MCCH for possible chest injunes. A private vehicle took
Underwood to the hospital for possible chest injuries.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs and
citations from vanous agencies.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
will
Trustees
meet
Wednesday at 1130 a.m. in
the hospital board room.
Numerous reports are listed
on the agenda. as well as an
executive session.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
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•Carson ...
stand as his career zenith and his
finale, withdrawing into a pri"1 was his last guest, and it vate retirement that suited his
was one of the most moving nature and refusing involvement
experiences of my life. He had it in other show business projects.
all. A little bit of devil, a whole
"I just let the work speak for
lot of angel, wit, charm, good itself," he told Esquire magazine
looks, superb timing and great, in 2002.
great class," Midler said in a
Carson did find an outlet for
statement.
his creativity: He would send a
His generosity to up-and- joke occasionally to Letterman,
coming comics who got their who lost the battle for "Tonight"
big break on "Tonight" was but remained a Carson friend.
lauded by Bill Cosby and others. Some bits made it into
"Johnny was responsible for Letterman's monologue.
the beginning and the rise of
Carson made his debut as
success for more performers -Tonight" host in October 1962
than anyone. I doubt if those and quickly won over audiences.
numbers will ever be sur- He even made headlines with
passed," Cosby said in a state- such clever ploys as the 1969
ment.
on-show marriage of eccentric
McMahon said Sunday that singer Tiny Tim to Miss Vicki,
Carson was "like a brother to which won the show its biggestme."
ever ratings.
"When we ended our run on
In 1972, 'Tonight" moved
'The Tonight Show'and my pro- from New York to Burbank.
fessional life continued, when- Growing respect for Carson's
ever a big career decision need- consistency and staying power,
ed to be made, I always got the along with four Emrny Awards,
OK
from
'The
Boss," came his way in the late 1970s.
N1cMahon said.
His quickness and his ability
Carson's personal life could to handle an audience were
not match the perfection of his impressive. When his jokes
career. Carson was married four missed their target, the smooth
times, divorced three. In 1991, Carson won over a groaning stuone of his three sons, 39-year- dio audience with a clever look
old Ricky, was killed in a car or sly, self-deprecating remark.
accident.
Politics provided monologue
Nearly all of Carson's profes- fodder for him as he skewered
sional life was spent in televi- lawmakers of every stripe, mirsion, from his postwar start at roring the mood of voters. His
Nebraska stations in the late Watergate jabs at President
1940s to his three decades with Nixon were seen as cementing
NBC's flagship late-night show. Nixon's fall from office in 1974.
Carson chose to let "Tonight"
He made presidential history
again in July 1988 when he had
then-Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton
on his show a few days after
Tonight will be
Clinton came under widespread
partly clear.
ridicule for a boring speech at
will be
Democratic
the
National
partly cloudy
Convention. Clinton traded
with highs in the
quips with Carson and played
lower 50s.
"Summertime" on the saxoLOW: Tuesay night
phone in what was hailed as a
will be partly
stunning comeback.
cloudy with lows
Competing networks tried a
in upper 30s.
variety of formats and hosts to
challenge Carson. but never
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managed to best "Tonight."
There was the occasional battle with NBC: In 1967, for
instance. Carson walked out for
several weeks until the network
managed to lure him back with a
contract that reportedly gave
him $1 million-plus yearly.
In 1980, after more walkout
threats, the show • was scaled
back from 90 minutes to an
hour. Carson also eased his
schedule by cutting back on his
work days; a number of substitute hosts filled in, including
Joan Rivers, Jerry Lewis and Jay
Leno, Carson's eventual successor.
"No single individual has had
as great an impact on television
as Johnny. He was the gold standard," Leno said.
Rivers was one of the countless comedians whose careers
took off after they were on
Carson's show. After she rocked
the audience with her jokes in
that 1965 appearance, he
remarked. "God, you're funny.
You're going to be a star.In the '80s, Carson was
reportedly the highest-paid performer in television history with
a $5 million 'Tonight" show

salary alone. His Carson Cellar," which ran from 1951-53
Productions created and sold and attracted attention from
pilots to NBC, including "TV's Hollywood. A staff writing job
Bloopers and Practical Jokes." for 'The Red Skelton Show"
Carson himself made occasional followed.
cameo appearances on other TV
The
program
provided
series.
Carson with a lucky break:
He also performed in Las When Skelton was injured backVegas and Atlantic City, N.J., stage. Carson took the comediand was host of the Academy an's place in front of the camAwards five times in the '70s eras.
and '80s.
Producers tried to find the
Carson's graceful exit from right program for the up-and"Tonight" did not avoid a messy. coming comic, trying him out as
bitter tug-of-war between Leno host of the quiz show "Earn
and Letterman to take over his Your Vacation"(1954), the varithrone. Leno won, and on May ety show "The Johnny Carson
25, 1992, became the fourth man Show" (1955-56), the game
to hold the job after Steve Allen. show "Who Do You Trust?"
Jack
Paar
and
Carson. (1957-62).
Letterman landed on rival CBS.
A few acting roles came
Born in Corning, Iowa, and Carson's way, including one on
raised in nearby Norfolk, Neb., "Playhouse 90" in 1957, and he
Carson started his show busi- did a pilot in 1960 for a primeness career at age 14 as the time series, "Johnny Come
magician "The Great Carsoni."
Lately," that never made it onto
After World War 11 service in a network schedule.
the Navy, he took a series ofjobs
In 1958, Carson sat in for
in local radio and TV in "Tonight Show- host Paar.
Nebraska before starting at When Paar left the show four
KNXT-TV in Los Angeles in years later, Carson was NBC's
1950.
choice as his replacement.
There he started a sketch
After his retirement, he and
comedy
show, "Carson's his wife. Alexis, traveled frequently. The pair met on the
Frgent news for people who took
Malibu beach in the early 1980s:
he was 61 when they married in
June 1987, she wa in her 30s.
Carson's first wife was his
childhood sweetheart, Jody, the
Man) V10XX. and CELEBRI1X• users suffered strokes, heart
mother of his three sons. They
attack& blood dots and even death. If you took LIEXTRA. you
married
in 1949 and split in
might also have been at risk for a serious cardiovascular health
peoblem. If you or a loved one had any (if these IfrOble 111S. call
1963. He married Joanne)
us now toll free at 1-000-11113-13AOLB for a tree consultation.
Copeland Carson that same year,
We practice law only in Arizona but associate with lawyers
throughout the U.S.
but divorced nine years later.
GOLDBERSL4. OSI4ORNE
His third marriage, to Joanna
-8OO-THE-EA(LE
G
Holland Carson, took place in
(1-a00-843-3245)
www I sootheea le.eom
1972. They divorced in 1985.
Carson won a Presidential
Medal of Freedom, the nation's
highest civilian honor, in 1992,
with the first President Bush
saying,"With decency and style
he's made America laugh and
think." In 1993, he was celebrated by the prestigious Kennedy
Valentine's Gifts For Ages 2 to 100!
Center Honors for career
achievement.
His nephew said there will be
715 I S. 12tli St.(karat Ire.feed Goat)
no memorial service.
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AP Photo
Talk show host Johnny Carson, right, shakes hands with the show's announcer Ed
McMahon during the final taping of "The Tonight Show" in Burbank, Ca., Friday, May 22,
1992. Carson died Sunday according to his nephew. He was 79.
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Obituaries
Sam Miller

Sam Miller, 86, Starboard Lane, Murray, died Sunday. Jan. 23,

2003, at 6:05 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
A retired self-employed carpenter, he was a
member of Sugar Creek Baptist Church and an
Army veteran of World War 11.
He was born Dec. 2, 1918, in Calloway
County.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.

chapel oi Brown Funeral Home, Wingo. Bro. Will McSweeney and
Dave Hornback will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Howard Ward, Chuck Roberts, Michael
Hornback, Brent Caner, Sutton Wagner and Rory DeWeese. Burial
will follow in the Wingo Cemetery with military rites by American
Legion Post #26 at the graveside.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Monday).

Raymond L Crawford

Raymond L. Crawford, 89, Knightsway Drive, Murray, died
Saturday, Jan. 22, 2005, at 8:10 a.m. at his home. His death followed
an extended illness.
He had retired after serving for 21 years as
manager of National Lumber Company in
Murray. He was a member of Westside Baptist
Church where he atttended the Adult Men's
Sunday School Class. He also had served as a
past deacon, treasurer and custodian of Westside
Church.
Born July 21, 1915, in Livingston County, he
was the son of the late John L. Crawford and
Mattie Bell Snow Crawford. Also preceding him
in death were three sisters, Magdeline Crawford,
Crawford Alberta Crawford and Gracie Marshall, and five
brothers, Bertrand Crawford, Elmo Crawford, Ewing (Bear)
Crawford, Elbert Crawford and Thomas Crawford.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mildred Suiter Crawford, to
whom he was married Sept. 1, 1937, in Murray; one daughter. Mrs.
Lucretia Thompson and husband, Gary, and one son, Donald
Crawford and wife, Berneice, all of Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Rebecca Edmonds,Tiline; four grandchildren, Sherry Gish and husband, Don, Henderson, Kevin Crawford and wife, Mellisa, Hazel,
and Jason Thompson and wife, Jamie, and Chad Thompson, all of
Murray; six great-grandchildren, Adam Crawford, Kennedy
Crawford, Carlie Gish. Madison Gish, Taylor Crawford and Peyton
Luke Crawford.
The funeral will be today (Monday) at Westside Baptist Church.
The Rev. Glynn Orr, the Rev. Don Farmer and the Rev. Mark Whitt
will officiate. Music will be the church choir with Kevin Crawford
and Jill Herndon as soloists.
Active pallbearers will be Jim Neal, Ron Hubbard Sr., Jimmy
Felts, Bill Gentry, Ray Conklin, Jerry Windsor, Ronnie Walker and
David Smotherman. An honorary group will be members of Adult
Men's Sunday School Class of Westside Baptist Church. Burial will
follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation is now at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Westside Baptist
Church Building Fund, 207 Robertson Rd. South, Murray, KY
42071.

Mrs. Minnie Askew Boren

Mrs. Minnie Askew Boren, 86, Atkins Road, Cadiz, mother of
Herbert Boren of Murray, died Friday, Jan. 21,2005, at 1:05 p.m. at
her home.
A homemaker, she was of Baptist faith.
Her husband, Hobert Boren, died Nov. 23,1998. One daughter.
Ortha Fox, two sisters, Ruby McGovern and Mary Allen, one brother, Wilton Askew, and three grandchildren all preceded her in death.
Born Oct. 19, 1918, in Stewart County, Tenn., she was the daughter
of the late Edward Askew and Florence Wallace Askew.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Betty Perry and Mrs.
Martha Hinton, both of Cadiz, Mrs. Beulah Wallace, Clarksville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Dorothy Russell, Dover, Tenn.; three sons, Herbert
Boren. Murray, Robert Boren, Cadiz, and Jack Boren, Tennessee:
one sister, Mrs. Louise Mason; two brothers, Charlie Askew and
Hershell Askew; 22 grandchildren; several great-grandchildren.
The funeral was today (Monday) at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Goodwin Funeral Home. Cadiz. The Rev. Billy Han and the Rev.
Lloyd Tucker officiated.
Pallbearers were Ricky Perry, Roger Ashcroft, Stewart Harrell,
Jerry Sumner, Steven Ezell and Jamie Visingardi. Burial was in the
Boren Cemetery in Trigg County.

W.C. Ragsdale

W.C. Ragsdale, 84, Shepherdsville, died Sunday. Jan. 23, 2005,
at Meadows South Health Care there.
A retired carpenter, he was an Army veteran
of World War II. Born May 12, 1920, he was the
son of the late Golden Ragsdale and Hattie Mae
Lee Ragsdale of Murray.
Survivors include one son, Danny Ragsdale
and wife, Mary Ann; two sisters, Mrs. Alice
Phelps and Mrs. Helen Brooks; five granddaughLucas. Tracy Drury, Stacy Ann Byrd and
Shelly
Patton,
Julie
ters,
Lisa Locher.
A graveside service will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Friendship
Cemetery. Murray. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray is in
charge of local arrangements.
Visitation will be at Schoppenhorst. Underwood and Brooks
Funeral Home, Shepherdsville from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Monday).

Leon Chariton

Leon Charlton. 86, Wingo, father of Mrs. Marilyn Hornback of
Murray, died Sunday. Jan. 23, 2005, at 3:34 a.m.
at Parkway Regional Hospital.
An auto-body repairman. he was a member of
St. Paul United Methodist Church of Wingo,
Wingo Lions Club and Water Valley American
Legion Post. He was a Marine veteran of World
War II.
His wife, Lucille Charlton, and one brother,
Marvin Charlton, both preceded him in death.
He was the son of the late Chester Charlton and
Hallie Puckett Charlton.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Anita
Sue Roberts, Fulton, and Mrs. Marilyn
Hornback, Murray; one son, Donald Joe
Charlton, Wingo; one sister, Mrs. Linda Mae
Carter, Water Valley; six grandchildren; five
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the

AP Photo

Iraqi police secure the area following a car bomb explosion in Baghdad today. A suicide car bomber struck near
the Iraqi interim prime minister's party headquarters
Monday, injuring at least 10 people, police and hospital
officials said.

Suicide car bomber strikes
near Iraqi P.M.'s party HQ

.

Mrs. Nancy Foy

Mrs. Nancy Foy, 105, Water Valley, mother of Cleveland Foy of
Lynn Grove, died Friday. Jan. 21, 2005. at 8:25 p.m. at Parkway
Regional Hospital.
A homemaker and a farmer, she had resided in the Water Valley
area all of her life. She was a member of Lynnville Baptist Church.
Her husband, J.W. Foy, one son, L.C. Foy. three sisters and eight
brothers all preceded her in death. Born June 1, 1899, in Graves
County, she was the daughter of the late John Boyd Watts and
Josephine Workman Watts.
Survivors include six daughters, Mrs. Helen Bruce, Lynnville,
Mrs. Come Sadler, Mayfield, Mrs. Sue Bynum, Mrs. June Hamilton
and Mrs. Ann Barber, all of Water Valley, and Mrs. Janis Hawks,
Martin, Tenn.; one son, Cleveland Foy, Lynn Grove; 23 grandchildren; 32 great-grandchildren; 21 great-great-grandchildren; two
great-great-treat-grandchildren.
The funeral was Sunday at 2 p.m. at Lynnville Baptist Church,
Lynnville. Burial was in the church cemetery.
Jackson Funeral Home of Dukedom, Tenn., was in charge of
arrangements.

Charlton

Obesity may hinder prostate cancer screening accuracy
By The Associated Press
ATLANTA (AP) — A new
study suggests a man's weight
may affect the accuracy of a
common test to detect prostate
cancer, leading researchers to
warn that doctors could be missing the dangerous cancer in
obese men.
Researchers at the University
of Texas Health Science Center
in San Antonio studied 2,779
men without prostate cancer
between 2001-04. In the study
released online today in the journal Cancer, they reported finding that the more obese the men
were, the lower their levels of
prostate-specific antigen or
PSA. A PSA of 4.0 or lower usually means no cancer.
Previous studies have shown
that prostate cancer is more
aggressive in obese men than in
men of average weight. The
researchers wanted to see if the
cancer's detection was somehow
being delayed in obese men.
The Texas study found that

the most morbidly obese men
had about 30 percent lower NA
levels than men of normal
weight.
-That tells us it's likely or it's
possible that prostate cancer
detection may be delayed in
overweight or obese men," said
Jacques Baillargeon. associate
professor of epidemiology at the
health science center.
The research may encourage
many doctors to take a closer
look at the tests of obese men.
"For sure, I will be more vigilant in my patients who are
obese in evaluating their PSA,"
said Dr. Nelson Stone of Mount
Sinai School of Medicine, who
was not involved in the study.
"We may be losing some of the
sensitivity of the test in the
obese patient in our ability to
detect prostate cancer. We may
have to set our sights lower."
The antigen used in the
screening test is made by normal
prostate cells and is measured in
blood. The higher the antigen

level, the more likely the chance
of prostate cancer, as the cells
multiply uncontrollably, according to the American Cancer
Society.
But having high NA levels is
not a definitive diagnosis of cancer, which is why the Atlantabased society recommends men
with high PSA levels have a
biopsy.
The latest study builds on
previous research released in
May in the New England
Journal of Medicine that found
that men with a "normal" PSA
actually had cancer 15 percent
of the time and that two-thirds of
those men with cancer had
aggressive cases.
The Texas study did not
explain why obese men have
lower NA levels. But doctors
believe obese men produce
more estrogen, which drives
down testosterone levels and
could affect cells that produce
the antigen used in the test.
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"We have declared a fierce
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A
suicide driver detonated a car war on this evil principle of
bomb outside the Iraqi prime democracy and those who folminister's party headquarters in low this wrong ideology.- the
Baghdad on Monday, injuring at speaker said. "Anyone who tries
least 10 people. The al-Qaida to help set up this system is part
affiliate in Iraq claimed respon- of it."
The speaker warned Iraqis to
sibility a day after its leader
careful of "the enemy's plan
be
democdeclared all-out war on
to implement so-called democracy.
Mortar rounds slammed into racy in your country.- He said
an Iraqi National Guard camp the Americans have engineered
near Baghdad International the election to install Shiite
Airport on Monday, as the rum- Muslims in power.
Al-Zarqawi. who is a Sunni
ble of distant explosions reverlike most of the insurgents
Arab
capital.
the
berated through
There was no report of casual- here, has in the past branded
Shiites as heretics.
ties in the mortar attack.
The United States has offered
The suicide bomber struck at
million reward for al$25
a
road
the
on
a police checkpoint
leading to Ayad Allawi's Iraqi Zarqawi's capture or death —
National Accord offices in cen- the same amount as for al-Qaida
tral Baghdad. shaking the city leader Osama bin Laden.
Iraqi security forces arrested
center with a thunderous explosion. Among the wounded were a man authorities described as
eight policemen and two civil- the chief of al-Zarqawi's propaians, said Dr. Mudhar Abdul- ganda operations. said Thaer alNaqib, a spokesman for the
Hussein of Yarmouk Hospital.
minister.
prime
said
Iraq
in
wing
's
Al-Qaida
During weekend appearances
in a Web posting that "one of the
young lions in the suicide regi- on American television. the U.S.
ment" carried out the attack ambassador to Iraq acknowlagainst the party office of edged there were serious securiAllawi, "the agent of the Jews ty problems ahead of this weekend's landmark ballot, in which
and the Christians."
The attacks occurred six days Iraqis will choose a national legbefore Iraq's crucial national islature that will run the country
elections, the first since the fall and draft a permanent constitu18
of Saddam Hussein in 2003. tion. Legislatures in
parliaregional
a
s
and
province
the
ed
condemn
have
ts
Insurgen
elections and vowed to disrupt ment in the Kurdish-run areas of
the north will also be elected.
them.
American and Iraqi officials
In an audiotape posted
warned they expect rebels
have
speaker
a
Sunday on the Web,
claiming to be Abu Musab al- to unleash bloodshed and mayZarqawi, head of al-Qaida in hem to keep voters from the
Iraq. declared "fierce war" on polls in what supporters are
democracy and said anyone who advertising as the first free electakes part in next weekend's tion in this country since the
Iraqi elections would be consid- overthrow of Iraq's monarchy in
1958.
ered "an infidel."
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Murray State University's

Evening Care
Preschool &
Primary Program
t
Without
ChiIrtrin 'ages
Available 4:30 — 9:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday nights.
a snack.
Cost is $10 per night, which includes dinner and

Contact Marion Carmen at 762-3899

Center
Located in the Ruby Simpson Child Development
Library.
on the campus of MSU behind Waterfield

Open Tues. jan. 18
Drop-ins Welcome.

!lady's Gen
•16-inch Cheese Pizza $6"
•X•lop • Iiidied *imp $8"
*3 &diem Pizzas, 3 Topple's $13"
•10-oz. Ribeye Dinner $8"
Well honor any pizza coupon.
Open Sundays - Church groups receive 20% discount.
Opon Daily 11 a.m.-1 a.m. • 817 Coldwator Rd.

762-0442

Help Wanted? Help Found.
Look In Each Ledger & Times
Or Online At www.murrayledger.com
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A Little
Good News
FRANKFORT — For the
first time in four years. the
experts who predict how much
tax money will be flowing into
the Kentucky Treasury in future
months had some good news
for legislators and Gov. Ernie
Fletcher last week.
•
Tax revenues actually are
growing and
at a fairly
brisk pace.
Fed by
higher-thanexpected corporate
income tax
growth and
by steeply
higher prices
for coal
Agree Or
mined in •
Not
Kentucky
By Todd Duvall
and taxed by
Syndicated
the state.
Columnist
receipts are
expected to
rise $280
million this fiscal year more
than originally predicted and by
$208 million more in the 20052006 fiscal year.
Combine those numbers
with a surplus of more than
$142 million last year, and lawmakers will have about $622
million in additional money
when they return to the Capitol
Feb. 1 to begin writing the
budget they failed to pass in
2004.
Certainly, that's a wh-ole lot
better than recent years of
sharply falling tax receipts that
required annual cuts in state
spending totaling so far nearly
$1 billion and resulting in
repeated double-digit tuition
increases at state colleges and
universities, delays in road
building projects and lower
employee and teacher pay raises than are required by statute.
However welcome that new
revenue is. however, it won't
last long when legislators begin
dividing it up among those who
will be lobbying for a piece of
the bigger revenue pie:
Administration officials said
last week they have succeeded
in whittling down the looming
deficit in the Medicaid program
of health care for the poor, elderly and disabled, but Medicaid
still will require a chunk of the
new money if services are
maintained for all those eligible.
The high cost of the state
employee and teacher health
insurance plan adopted late last
year by the General Assembly
also will have to be paid for
with new revenues this year
and, unless the plan is scaled
back substantially, again next
fiscal year as well.
University and college presidents will be lurking in the
Capitol's hallways next month
seeking at least some of the

higher education funds cut from
their budgets since 2001. The
University of Kentucky alone
has absorbed cuts of nearly $75
million, and UK officials are
pointing to larger class sizes as
only one of the results from that
lost money.
Elementary and secondary
education also absorbed the
impact of budget cuts in recent
years. and there will be a strong
push by teachers, superintendents and school administrators •
for larger appropriations in the
new budget. Pay raises will be
an issue once again.
And as legislators begin considering the tax reform proposals Fletcher will present them,
they - and the governor - ought
to take a thoughtful look at
where this additional tax revenue is coming from and how
uncertain it is in the future.
The improved business
economy in the state, coinciding with the upswing in the
nation's economy, translates
into greater corporate profits
and thus larger corporate taxes
'paid into the Treasury. No one
can predict, however, how long
that growing state and national
economy will last.
That is particularly true of
Kentucky's coal industry. Right
now it is riding high, if not necessarily in demand, certainly in
the price coal is going for. But
coal is a notorious boom-orbust source of revenues for both
those who mine it and the state
that taxes it. To rely on the coal
severance tax for high and
steady tax revenues is reckless
at best.
These are some of the reasons advocates of a thorough,
top-to-bottom reform of
Kentucky's tax system want the
sales tax extended to some sectors of the service industry in
the state. When industrial
growth sputters and falls, when
the price of a ton of coal drops
steeply, people still must have
their vehicles repaired, their
clothing cleaned and their
weekend rounds of golf.
Fletcher and the General
Assembly aren't likely to
embrace that extent of tax
reform, especially now that they
have $620 million or so of new
revenue to spread around without doing anything at all.
But they should remember
they had the chance the next
time they are forced to start cutting away at state programs and
services when the growth
money dries up and tax revenues actually begin falling
short of what was appropriated
And it will happen again.
Todd Duvall is editorial
page editorfor The State
Journal in Frankfort.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Cannon House Office Building
www.house.gov/whitfield

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
www pm bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington U)

Washington. D.C. 20510

State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)
Room 414. Capitol Annex
e-mail melvinhenley@Irc gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices. Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601

Bush's vow to spread freedom
around world raises questions
WASHINGTON (AP) —
"He plainly
President Bush has set forth an
wants to
aggressive foreign policy to
play an
extend -freedom and liberty"
internationthrough the world. In a second
alist role,
inaugural address that amountsaying we're
ed to a state-of-the-world
going to
appraisal, Bush did not spell out
fight on
how far he'd go to spread
behalf of
democracy. and where he'd
those who
draw the line.
Washington are fighting
terrorism
Would he go to the mat, for
Today
around the
instance, to bring democracy to
By Tom Raum
world. It was
China? To Iran? Or work to
Associated
a proclamastop the recent backslide toward
Press Writer
tion of
authoritarian rule in Russia?
almost a cruHow hard will he press for
sade."
women's rights and free elecBut Cronin said that might
tions in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait
not sit well with the many
and Egypt?
Americans who believe there
In a speech that made only
are
too many U.S.'troops
passing reference to his domesabroad now, and seems at odds
tic agenda and did not mention
with Bush's world view before
Iraq at all, the president said
the Sept. 11, 2001, terror
Thursday that -the survival of
attacks, and with traditional
liberty in our land increasingly
depends" on advancing freedom conservative dogma.
Some found Bush's stateabroad, even to "the darkest
ments troubling — and filled
corners of our world."
with open questions.
For a president who cam"It's all well and good to say
paigned for his first term decryyou
like freedom and don't like
ing "nation building," Bush's
slavery. No one's going to diswords sounded like a call for
agree with that," said
more such international entanGeorgetown University political
glements, even recalling the
scientist Stephen Wayne. "But
foreign activism of Democratic
when you have other people
Presidents Woodrow Wilson
with other systems who behave
and Franklin D. Roosevelt.
in different ways, to what
"Bush's speech was mesextent are you going to go and
sianic in many ways," said
impose your views and values
presidential historian Thomas
on them?"
Cronin, president of Whitman
Bush did appear to provide a
College in Walla Walla, Wash.

potential "out." recognizing that will deal in his second term
"customs and traditions" in
with the steadily rising U.S.
some places may be "very difdeath toll in Iraq, and with
ferent from our own."
nuclear ambitions of North
-America will not impose
Korea and Iran.
our own style of government on
Vice President Dick Cheney
the unwilling," he said less than asserted just hours before the
two weeks from Iraqi elections
inauguration that Iran now tops
being held amid unrelenting
the list of the world's potential
violence. "Our goal instead is to trouble spots, citing a robust
help others find their own
nuclear program and a history
voice, attain their own freedom
of sponsoring terrorism.
and make their own way."
And Condoleezza Rice,
He did not elaborate on,what Bush's rioniinee for secretary of
would happen if those traditions state, rattled off a list of "outand customs proved incompatiposts of tyranny" at her Senate
ble with freedom and liberty —
confirmation hearing last week,
or democracy.
naming Iran, North Korea,
Bush supporters argued that
Cuba, Burma(Myanmar),
he was speaking in broad
Belarus and Zimbabwe.
themes, not issuing a clarion
She clashed with Senate
call for increased U.S. military
Democrats
who said she was
or diplomatic involvement
not candid in assessing the
overseas.
administration's record on Iraq
"We can build things, we
and gave evasive or unhelpful
can be whatever we want to be.
answers on Iran and the U.S.
We can accomplish things.
What he's saying is we'd like to position on torture.
Doug Schoen, a Democratic
do that for the rest of the
consultant, suggested Bush and
world," said Sen. Orrin Hatch,
his advisers "were looking for
R-Utah.
an overarching theme" to divert
But Sen. Patrick Leahy,0the public's attention from Iraq
Vt., said that while "everybody
and the nation's political divican agree" with Bush's desire
to promote democracy, freedom siveness. •
-The question that gets
of expression and diversity of
thought, his speech might alarm raised by all this is, 'Where do
you draw the line?"
some allies like Egypt, Saudi
Arabia and Pakistan that don't
follow 'sych principles.
Tom Ratan has covered
Bush's vow to fight evil
Washington for The Associated
where it lurked came amid risPress since 1973, including five
ing questions about how Bush
presidencies.
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Rains benefited Ky. farmers

Farm Aid, AP Photo

Singer Willie Nelson poses with a pump for Biodiesel fuel in Seattle, Washington in this
photo provided by Farm Aid. Nelson, along with his business partners, are marketing a
brand of clean-burning biodiesel fuel named after the singer to truck stops. The fuel is
made from vegetable oils, mainly soybeans or animal fats that can be used without
modification to diesel engines.

Singer Willie Nelson marketing
environmentally friendly fuel
DALLAS (AP) — "On the burning car in Hawaii, where the
Road Again" means something star has a home.
new for Willie Nelson these
"I got on the computer and
days — a chance for truckers to punched in biodiesel and found
fill their tanks with clean-burn- out this could be the future,"
ing biodiesel fuel.
said Nelson, who now uses the
Nelson and three business fuel for his cars and tour buses.
partners recently formed a comPeter Bell, a Texas biodiesel
pany called Willie Nelson's supplier, struck up a friendship
Biodiesel that is marketing the with Nelson after filling up one
fuel to truck stops. The product of the tour buses, and the busi— called BioWillie — is made ness partnership came together
from vegetable oils, mainly soy- just before Christmas.
beans, and can be burned withBell said Nelson's name will
out modification to diesel help the largely unknown fuel
engines.
— typically purchased by govIt. may be difficult to picture ernment agencies to promote
the 71-year-old hair-braided environmental awareness —
Texas rebel as an energy compa- gain wider national acceptance.
ny executive, but the singer's The fuel's average U.S. price per
new gig is in many ways about gallon is $1.79.
social responsibility — and that
"What Willie brings to this is
is classic Nelson.
the ability to communicate
"There is really no need directly with a truck driver. That
going around starting wars over kind of community is hard for
oil. We have it here at home. We people to get to," Bell said.
have the necessary product. the "When he starts talking, these
farmers can grow it," said folks really listen to him. ... It's
Nelson, who organized Farm like having Tiger Woods talk
Aid two decades ago to draw about golf clubs."
attention to the plight of
Still, a driver can cover many
miles without spotting a
American agriculture.
Nelson told The Associated biodiesel pump. A map on the
Press in an interview last week National Biodiesel Board's Web
that he began learning about the site shows a heavy concentraproduct a few years ago after his tion of distributors in the
wife purchased a biodiesel- Midwest. but very few in other
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There is really
no need going around
starting wars over oil.
We have it here at
home. We have the
necessary product,
the farmers can grow

it II
— Willie Nelson
parts of the country.
Nelson's group is currently
negotiating with Oklahoma
City-based Love's Travel Stops
& Country Stores to carry the
fuel at its 169 locations nationwide.
Dan Gilligan. president of the
Petroleum
Marketers
Association of America, expects
commercial expansion for
biodiesel, but says that supplies
are still limited and that making
the fuel available in northern
states is a challenge.
"For terminals to store
biodiesel, they have to store it in
heated tanks to avoid gelling
problems. That's a challenge for
the industry to overcome," he
said.

Special to the Ledger
Farmers in Kentucky benefitted from frequent summer rain,
according to the Kentucky
Agricultural Statistics Service.
Corn and soybean productions
were record highs. Planting of
corn and soybeans and setting of
tobacco were slowed in late May
and early June by excessive
moisture. However, during the
summer adequate to surplus soil
moisture produced good yielding crops. Harvesting in late fall
was slowed by frequent rain but
farmers eventually completed
combining.
Corn
production
by
Kentucky farmers was estimated
at 173.3 million bushels, tip 17
percent from the good 2004 crop
and a record high production.
The previous high of 171.6 million bushels occurred in 1992.
Adequate to surplus soil moisture combined with good growing conditions produced a
record coin crop.
Harvesting weather this past
fall was ideal. Yield was estimated at 152 bushels per acre, a
record high. The previous record
of 142 bushels occurred in 2001.
Acreage harvested for grain was
1.14 million acres, up 60,000
acres from last year and the
largest in four years.
U.S. corn grain production
was estimated at 11.8 billion
bushels, up 17 percent from the
10.1 billion bushels produced in
2003. The average yield was
estimated at 160.4 bushels per
acre, up 18.2 bushels from 2003.
Both production and yield estimates are the largest on record.
The previous record for both
was set last year when production was estimated at 10.1 billion bushels and yield was 142.2

bushels per acre.
Production of Kentucky soybeans was estimated at a record
high 57.2 million bushels, up 6
percent from the good 2003
crop. Yield per acre was estimated at a record-high 44 bushels
per acre, up .5 bushels from the
revised previous high 2003 crop.
Harvested acreage was 1.30 million acres, an increase of 60.000
acres from the 2003 crop.
Soybean growing conditions
during 2004 were very good
with adequate moisture. Late
maturing second crop soybeans
suffered no freeze damage this
year.
Dry conditions that started in
early September through midOctober were beneficial to harvesting of full season soybeans
while it hurt the development of
second crop beans. After midOctober harvesting of soybeans
was delayed by frequent rain.
Soybean quality going into harvest was good but there was
concern that delayed harvesting
because of wet weather might
reduce bean quality.
U.S. soybean production in
2004 totaled 3.14 billion
bushels, the largest U.S. soybean crop in history. This was 28
percent above the 2003 level.
The average yield per acre was
estimated at a record high 42.5
bushels, 8.6 bushels above the
2003 final yield.
Kentucky burley production
was estimated at 206.7 million
pounds, an increase of 4 percent
from the 2003 crop and the
largest in three years. The
increase resulted from both a
larger harvested acreage and
increased yield per acre. Yield
was estimated at 1,950 pounds
per acre, up 25 pounds from the

previous
Harvested
year.
acreage was estimated at
106,000 acres.
A wet spring delayed tobacco
setting and wet conditions continued through most of the summer. Production was hurt by the
presence of blue mold and black
shank. A wet summer produced
a heavy crop going into the
barns. A dry September and
early October hindered the crops
curing. The eight-state hurley
belt production totaled 298.8
million pounds in 2004, up 6
percent from last year. Kentucky
produced 69 percent of the belt's
production. Belt yield averaged
1.932 pounds per acre. up 82
pounds from the previous year.
Production of Kentucky Dark
Fired and Dark Air tobacco
(Types 22, 23, 35 and 36) were
up from the previous year.
Kentucky alfalfa a production was estimated at 888,000
tons, up 13,000 tons from the
previous year. Yield was estimated at 3.7 tons per acre, up .2
tons from a year earlier.
Harvested acreage at 240,000
acres was down 10,000 acres
from the previous year. Alfalfa
seeded acreage ws 30,000 acres.
Other hay productin was estimated at 5.04 million tons,
down 8 percent from the previous year. Yield per acre at 2.4
tons was down .1 ton from the
2003 crop. Harvested acreage
estimated at 2.10 million acreas
was down 100,000 acres from a
year earlier.
Haying during 2004 was difficult because of the wet spring
and yield was then reduced by
the dry fall. Production by most
hay was plentiful with low quality, especially with earlier cuttings.

Ohio County launches new loan program for farmers
HARTFORD, Ky.(AP) — A percent of a farmer's loan as col- is to create economic activity in
pilot program in Ohio County lateral. Hughes said. The bank the county. Hughes said.
could help farmers that need' will hold the county's money
"For every dollar the county
commercial loans by using statc until 50 percent of the loan is puts into the program, there is
Agricultural
Development repaid. then will return the coun- another $3 that is going into the
Funds.
ty's money with interest,
community from the banks." he
The program will provide
The objective of the program said.
farmers with collateral for loans
they might not have qualified for
ALLIED
on their own, said Tim Hughes,
HOME MORTGAGE
business and marketing development coordinator for the state
CAPITAL CORPORATION
agricultural policy office. The
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
office launched the program
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
with the Ohio County agricul• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
tural development board.
to your home purchase or refinance.
"The county was wanting to
• Call or cease by today for your free pre-approval!
encourage the banks to be a little
more aggressive," Hughes said.
200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
So far the program is open
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093
only to Ohio County farmers.
but other counties are interested
in offering similar loans, said
Darren Luttrell, vice chairman
of the Ohio County agricultural
board.
"We're excited about being a
pilot program, and we want it to
work," Luttrell said. "The whole
state is watching."
Under the program, farmers
must apply for a minimum of
$10.000 and a maximum of
$80,000.
The county will put up 25
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Diabetes Health Day
In Murray
Attention MEDICARE diabetics:
Join us at the Diabetes Health Day and you can
receive a new pain-free Freestyle meter and
diabetic shoes AT NO COST TO YOU!

BOB
CORNELISON

Experience painless blood glucose testing with the
Freestyle Blood Glucose Monitor. You may never
have to stick your finger again! All attendees with
Medicare as their primary insurance can receive a
new Freestyle Monitor with no out of pocket
expense!

741,50,4criqui Ph
(
,

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
*Free In-Home Estimates
•Financing Available
.Window Blinds
.Professional Installabon
.100% Satisfaction Guarantee
▪ Major Brands of Ceramic,
CAR*. Vinyl, Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE,
Office m661936-6600

R t .\.C

Wednesday,
January 26
10 a.m. — 3 p.m.

www.ktbmurray.com

STUART

Murray Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center
607 Poplar Street

Walk in extreme comfort and protect your feet with
the Medicare approved Dr. Zen Diabetic Shoe and
Tennis Shoe! All attendees with Medicare as their
primary insurance, can be fitted for one pair of diabetic shoes and 3 sets of custom inserts with no out
of pocket expense!

Murray, Kent
LINAMOrt IFO.lion Prow-Inn No 4,40s
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COMMUNITY
National African Amencan
Read - In Chain is planned

Anniversary

Ladies of the Oaks
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will have their regularly
scheduled Bridge play on Wednesday.
Play will start at 9:15 am. at the dub house with Mary
Alice Smith, phone 753-3487, as hostess.
A potluck luncheon will be served at 11:30 a.m. A business
meeting will be held and all ladies of the club are urged to
attend.
Winners of Bridge play on Jan. 19 were Jo Anne Auer,
first, and Shirley Wade, second.

Participants (schools, churches, individle
uals1 are wanted for the 16th Nations!
African American Read - In Chain for the
e‘ent to be Feb. 7 from 5:30 to 7 p.m. ai
('alloway County Public Library.
The goal is "to make the celebration of
African American literacy a tradition4
part of Black History Month activitieg,
This is being sponsored by the Black Cau}
cus of the National Council of Teachers of
Jo's
English.
Datebook
Poetry, writings, etc., 2-5 minutes
By Jo Burkeen length, by an African American author or
Community
your choice can be by those participating.
Editor
Interested participants should respond to
Doris Saunders at 762-5374 by Wednesday to be included
on the program.

Character counts in
Calloway County
Having character is a
challenge in today's society.
We want to celebrate good
character and upstanding
behavior in our community.
On
March 12
our Community

plans a
character
celebration
called
"Catch the
Character
Extension Wave" at
the Murray
Notes
State
UniBy
Ginny Harper versity
Curris CenCalloway
ter
from 9
County Agent
a.m.
to
for 4-HNouth
noon.
Development
There
are numerous agencies,
school groups, faith-based
groups, businesses and governmental agencies planning
to bring information and fun
to share with the youth of
our community to encourage
positive behavior and good
character along with enjoying
our beach theme.
"In 2004, we had approximately 1.500 people attend
with more than 600 children.
We hope that all families
will put this event on their
calendars and attend in
1005," said Michelle Hansen,
event chairman.
In the small ballroom the
Purchase District Health
Department and the Calloway
County Health Department
are going to have a Heart
Challenge course that has all
kinds of activities to allow
youth to know about the
activities and workings of
the heart. It will be used for
the first time in our community.
This Character Counts
Celebration will promote and
encourage the positive things
our youth are doing. Plan to
attend. If your organization
would like to have a booth,

4

contact the Extension office
by Jan. 28. There is no
charge to have a booth at
this family friendly event.
Upcoming 4-H events
include the following:
•Calloway County
Extension Council and Calloway County District Board
will meet tonight at 7 p.m.
at the Extension office. A
light supper will be served
at 6:30 p.m. and a new
member orientation will
begin at 6:45 p.m. The public is welcome.
•Reality Store Booth
volunteers are still needed.
Call the Extension office to
sign up. The dates are Feb.
16 and 17 from 8:15 to 11
a.m. and 12 to 2:30 p.m. at
the Murray State University
Curris Center.
•Cloverbuds Club will
meet Thursday from 3:30 to
4:30 p.m. in the annex of
Calloway County Public
Library.
•4-H Knit-Pickers, fifth
grade and up, will meet
Thursday from 3:30 to 5
p.m. at Glendale Place.
Trudy McFarland is the
leader.
II An organizational meeting of the 4-H Horse Bowl
and Horse Judging Teams
will be Jan. 31 at the West
Kentucky Expo Center. Horse
Bowl will meet from 4 to 5
p.m. and Judging from 5 to
6 p.m. All interested youth
are welcome. Youth do not
have to have horses to participate in bowls or judging.
II 4-H Sewing Orientation
will be Feb. 3 at 5:30 p.m.
at the Extension office. All
interested youth are encouraged to attend.
The Calloway County 4-H
Program is part of the University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture Cooperative
Extension Service. The Calloway County 4-H Council
receives funding from the
United Way of Murray and
Calloway County.

care Specialties

d07aur full-service primary eyecore

Ihnie IL aims,03.

After haying 3 children
and being diagnosed
with hypothyroidism.
Tenaya Desaulnier
thought she'd "never
be healthy again
Today she's an
optimist who tells her
supportive friends at
Curves'keep the
motivation going and
you can succeed, too -

Curvet
,
759-3400
1608 Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY
252-3399
1769 Mayfield Hwy. *5
Benton, KY
575-3800
3420 Park Avenue
Paducah

The power to
amaze yourself.'
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50% Off.
Syr% u.5. tut
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Breast Cancer Group to meet

Mr. and Mrs. David Buchanan
Mr. and Mrs. David Buchanan celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary on Dec. 22, 2004.
The couple was married Dec. 22, 1979. in Murray. The
bride's brother, Mark Blankenship, performed the ceremony.
Their attendants were Mary Jane Overby and Chuck Overby.
The couple renewed their wedding vows on this anniversary
with a ceremony at the home of the bride's parents, Macon
and Jean Blankenship of Murray.
Mrs. Buchanan's maid of honor was her granddaughter, Cattarina Elizabeth Lovins of Phoenix, Ariz.
Mr. Buchanan's best men were his sons, Brian Lovins of
Phoenix. Ariz.. and Neal Buchanan of Murray.
Family and friends hosted an anniversary dinner.

Morris selected as
pageant finalist
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Lacy
Kaye Morris of Almo has been
selected as a finalist for Kentucky's 25th annual homecoming queen selection to be held
April 30 and May 1 at the
Executive Inn. Louisville.
Morris is the Calloway County High School Homecoming
Queen. She is the daughter of
Michael and Lisa Morris of
Almo.
Kentucky's 2005 homecoming queen will receive a cash
scholarship plus an expense paid
trip'to the national finals to corn-

pete with queens from the other
states for America's homecoming queen.
America's
Homecoming
Queen, Inc., is a non profit
organization promoting education. educational travel and
community service in schools
in all 50 states.
Among former Kentucky
Homecoming Queens selected
were Ellen Byrd of Marshall
County High School, Benton.
in 1981; and Jill Renee Childress of Calloway County High
School, Murray. in 1984.

AARP 55 Alive Driving
Class will be Feb. 11
da

In 30 minutes, Tenaya
found hope.

,....ww.curvesinternational.com

Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter #4437 of AARP will meat
Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Pagliai's. The guest speakers will be
Jimmie Joyce and Nannette Durham of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice Program. Nancy Manning, chapter
president, urges all members and interested persons to attend •
and to note the earlier time to accommodate the speakers who
have another commitment later.

PADUCAH, Ky. — Lourdes
Premier Choice will sponsor a
55 Alive refresher-driving

• Diagnosis & Treatment
of Eye Disease &!Nunes
• Budget & Designer Eyewear
24-Hour
Emergency • Contacts For Astigmatism & Bifocals
Care
• Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Kevin M. Adams
S. 12th St.• 739-2500

AMP to hear Hospice speakers

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU JAN. 27
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT. & SUN ONLY

course for older drivers on Feb.
The course is designed by
AARP to bring drivers up-todate information on rules of
the road and safe driving advice.
Drivers can also earn insurance credit towards their car
insurance policy.
There is a $10 fee for materials. Seating is limited. For
information and reservations
call 1-270
-2252.

Coach Carter
PG13 - 6:55 - 9:40
Racing Stripes
PG- 7:00 - 9:10
White Noise
PG13 - 7:10 - 9:20
Phantom of the Opera
PG13 - 6:50 - 9:45
Are We There Yet?
PG - 7:20 - 9:25
Electra
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:35
Meet The Fockers
PG13 - 7:05 - 9:30

TURING?
How ABOUT AN

ANNUITY?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deterred Annutbee are
competitive altemaiives to other savings
plans. The initial guaranteed rate' is:

3.50%
Ito rex prientmlkw Ow kW sant RV ram
can my wryly con to WW1m for ale yea
Gummed no boor ow A.
Studio Crouse
MO C.C. Lowry Drive
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-203-7197
111 WOODMEN Of THE WORLD
Irk LIFE INSURANCE
Pitt?ir.„.9'9",
•

IF YOU HAVEAN EVENT
YOU'D LIKE TO ANNOUNCE
CALL USAT 753-1916

Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday at 6:30
.m. in the classroom of Center for Health & Wellness. This
is sponsored by the American Cancer Society. For information
call Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

Alzheimer's Group will meet
Alzheimer's Support Group Discussion meeting will be
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For information call Cindy Ragsdale L.S.W.
at 762-1108.

Cancer Rehab Group will meet
Cardiac Rehab Support Group will meet Tuesday at 6
p.m. in the third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For information call Jerri Mjos at 762-1170.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door.
The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism
or addiction in a relative or friend.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Vicky at 753-3128, Laverne at 753-0181
or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Parent Support Group will meet
Parent Support Group. formerly Parents Anonymous, will
meet tonight from 6 to 8 p.m. For information call 753-7004.

Lodge 827 of WOW will meet
Lodge 827 of Woodmen of the World will meet tonight at
6 p.m. at the new service center on C.C. Lowry Drive, Murray. Members are asked to bring finger foods. Officers will
be installed by Gaye Thalman, Kentucky Jurisdictional president.

Adult Great Books will meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet tonight at
7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library.
Emily Wolfson and Beth Belote will be leaders of the discussion of the play, "Prometeus" by Aeschylus. Greek dramatist.
Anyone who has read the play is invited to take part in the
discussion.

MES Board will meet today
Murray Electric Board will have its monthly meeting today
at 4 p.m. at the Carroll Conference room, 205 North Fourth
St., Murray.

CCHS Class of 1985 planning reunion
The 1985 class of Calloway County High School will have
a meeting to plan the 20-year reunion on Jan. 30 at 3 p.m.
at Pagliai's, Murray. All class members are invited. For more
information call Amy Bryan Watson at 1-270-415-1974.

Murray Chapter of IAAP will meet
The Murray Chapter of International Association of AdmitiIstrative Professionals ((IAAP)) will meet today at 5:15 pi.%
at the Pella Corporation on Pella Way. Ann Fraher. adminitrative assistant at the Pella Corporation, will be the gueat
speaker. She will present "FISH - Fresh Ideas Start Here." A
brief business meeting will follow the program. All area officn
administrative professionals are invited. For more information
contact Jeanne Fleming, chapter president, at 753-5650.

Soccer registration scheduled
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will have registration for the spring soccer season at The Trophy Case.
1203 Chestnut St., Murray. Dates and times will be Jan. 211
from 5 to 8 p.m. and Jan. 29 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Parents
or guardians registering for their children should have the lac
four digits of your child's Social Security number available.

MHS football banquet planned

The 2004 Murray High School football banquet will hi
Jan. 31 at 6 p.m. in the ballroom of Murray State Universt
ty Curris Center. Tickets will be $15 per person. To order
tickets call Teresa Nixon at 759-1563 or Kathy Erwin at 7595413 before Jan. 24. No tickets will be sold at the door.

Sewing By Steven
Weale
• Drapery • Custom Bedding • Accessories
• Custom Blinds • Specialty Rods• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Save 30% On All Custom Blinill
Ilm ENO ofInman

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Call For Appointmont 270-753-6361
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AP Photo
Michael Kellerman places flowers at the Hollywood star of TV personality Johnny
Carson in the Hollywood section of Los Angeles, Sunday. Carson, 79, died at his home
in Malibu, Calif., after suffering from emphysema.

Carson recalled as master
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By LYNN ELBER
relatively unknown bodybuilder.
AP Television Writer
"He brought out the best in
LOS ANGELES (AP) — people. Hollywood has lost One
Stars who spent time on Johnny of its most esteemed pioneers,
Carson's "Tonight Show" couch but he leavea
set
proudth
Lame away with a shared will inspire generations to
insight: America's late night TV come," Schwarzenegger said in
huddy was a singular talent and a statement.
nian.
Ed McMahon was Carson's
"It's a sad day for his family longtime "Tonight" sidekick,
and his country," David introducing him nightly like a
Letterman said. "All of us who royal trumpeter with a cry of
came after are pretenders. We "Heeeeeeeere's Johnny!- and
will not see the likes of him serving as ever-reliable straight
again ... He was the best, a star man.
-Johnny Carson was a man I
and a gentleman."
Carson. who died Sunday at considered like a brother to me."
age 79, was a celebrity who McMahon said in a statement
remained true to himself, actor- that recalled a professional life
together of 34 years and the
comedian Jerry Lewis said.
"I think that Johnny. no mat- friendship that held after Carson
ter how long he lived in retired in 1992.
Hollywood, and no matter how
Whenever he faced a major
much money he made, he still post--Tonight- career decision,
had a piece of straw stuck in his McMahon said, "I always got
the OK from 'The Boss.-'
ear," Lewis told Fox News.
Carson's family withheld
Daytime's top talk show host,
Oprah Winfrey, paid Carson details of his death, reflecting
high tribute. "I think he's been the intensely private nature of a
one of the greats of our time," famous man who kept the world
at arm's length when he was offshe told The Associated Press.
Actress-singer Bette Midler, screen. NBC, however, reported
who memorably serenaded that Carson died of emphysema
Carson during his next-to-last at his Malibu home.
"He always drove himself to
show, remembered him warmly.
"I was his last guest, and it work, never took a limo," said
was one of the most moving Charles Barrett, who served as
experiences of my life. He had it "Tonight" publicist for a decade.
all. A little bit of devil, a whole "He went down quickly to what
lot of angel, wit, charm, good we called the 'Carson bunker,'
looks, superb timing and great, under Studio 1 where the show
great class," she said in a state- was done" at NBC in Burbank.
But he was bright, witty and
ment.
Billy Crystal called Carson set high standards.
"He was a guy who expected
''the greatest talk show host of
our time with the quickest mind. a level of professionalism from
To me, he always knew exactly everyone on the show," Barrett
,who he was and was always in said.
It was Carson's own decision
control. He was a true giant."
When Carson called one year to walk away from "Tonight,"
fa praise Crystal's performance which passed to Jay Leno, but
as Oscar host, "it was one of the he couldn't break his monologue
'greatest thrills of my career," the habit of observing and commenting on the world,
actor-comedian recalled.
"When he reads the paper in
California Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger called him a the morning, he can think of five
"great friend" who welcomed jokes right off the bat that he
rttim on "Tonight" when he was a wishes he had an outlet for,"

TUESDAY AFTERNOON

AP Photo
Talk show host Johnny
Carson wipes his eye after
watching a series of clips
from earlier shows during
the last taping of "The
Tonight Show" in Burbank,
Ca., Friday, May 22, 1992.
Peter Lassally, one of Carson's
former producers, said last
week.
He would send a joke occasionally to Letterman, who lost
the battle for "Tonight" but
remained a Carson friend. Some
bits made it into Letterman's
monologue.
-Johnny gets a big kick out of
that." Lassally said.
Letterman said his career was
launched by Carson's "Tonight."
"A night doesn't go by that I
don't ask myself, 'What would
Johnny have done?' He has been
greatly missed since his retirement," Letterman said. "Thank
God for videotapes and DVDs.
In this regard, he will always be
around."
,Carson's success as an interviewer and host emerged from
his nature, said Lewis, who
recalled him as "the most
decent, marvelous man I've ever
known.Lewis said Carson "had great
personal esteem" and "felt great
in his skin."
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This amazing gift
is yours free with any
Estee Lauder purchase
of 23.50 or more.
Includes lipstick and
lip compact.
Worth 65.00.

Offer good Jan. 24 - Feb 5.
while supplies last.
One to a customer please.

fie Place
305-C S. 12th St. • Murray • 753-5678
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Tsunami survivors leaving relief camps
BANDA ACEH, Indonesia
(AP) - Tsunami survivors in
Indonesia's shattered Aceh
province have left relief camps
by the tens of thousands in
recent days to move in with relatives, a U.N. official said
Monday, as the government and
separatist rebels tried to turn the
disaster into a chance for peace.
Elsewhere in Indonesia, a
powerful earthquake sent thousands of people scrambling for
higher ground. fearful it would
trigger a tsunami like the one
that killed at least 157.000 in the
Indian Ocean region last month,
most in Aceh. Officials said
there was no danger of killer
waves.
Joel Boutroue, the head of
the U.N. relief effort in Sumatra
island's Aceh province, said the
number of relief camps has
dropped by about 75 percent in
the past week, from 385 to less
than 100. The number of people
in any one camp ranges from a
ew hundred to about 2,000.
Ihe "dramatic decrease" is
good new s because relief settlements can make survivors too

dependent on outside help,
keeping them from rebuilding
their lives, Boutroue said. He
said most of those leaving were
moving in with relatives, though
a few were returning to their villages along Aceh's devastated
west coast.
The government is building
temporary housing for 100,000
survivors, along with mosques,
schools and medical facilities.
Some of the homes could be
ready next week, enabling more
survivors to move out of their
tents.
Boutroue also said a survey
found that 12.7 percent of tsunami survivors under 5 were malnourished, slightly higher than
the national average of about 9
percent. Part of the reason was
their diet lacked variety, he said.
He said many survivors
received little more than rice and
biscuits in the first weeks after
the disaster. Now fish, salt and
sugar are available, he said.
Boutroue praised the role of
the Indonesia military in relief
efforts but suggested that the
operations should eventually be

handed over to a civilian authorities.
"I believe there is a consensus on the need for the civilian
authorities here to take full control of the operation," he said.
"We are in support of this
process."
The military has heavy presence in the province, where separatists have been fighting for an
independent homeland for nearly 30 years. On Sunday
Indonesian officials agreed to
meet with Aceh rebel leaders
later this week in Finland to
negotiate a cease-fire so they
can devote their energy to
rebuilding.
"There is a hope that the
scale of the disaster and the
movement for rebuilding Aceh
will help lead to social and political reconciliation between
Indonesia and (the rebels)," said
Dewi Anwar Fortuna, a prominent analyst and a former
Indonesian presidential adviser.
In Sri Lanka, Norway's foreign minister met separately
with the country's prime minister and a Tamil rebel leader over

the weekend to help resolve 4
dispute over aid distribution "
the island nation, where
tsunami killed about 31,
people and displaced anothermillion.
Tamil rebels have repea
accused the government
obstructing aid deliveries - tp
rebel-controlled areas in itil
Lanka's north and east - all‘
gations the government denies:!,
At Norway's urging, the two
sides agreed to discuss the cali
ation of a joint body that woe*
ensure relief is fairly dis
If they do agree to such
ation, it would represent sen
progress in a conflict that hak
lingered for two decades.
Also Monday, Indonesia wag
rocked by a 6.2-magnitudil
earthquake that caused panial
and damaged dozens of horn4
on Sulawesi island -far to tl*
east of Aceh. Thousands of peril
pie ran to higher ground in th,
city of Palu. where police said
about 30 wooden houses wenpl
damaged, and patients at ttO
main Undata hospital fled 1
'
building.

AP Photc

Philip Roberts, of Boston. covers up against the winddriven snow while walking in Boston. Sunday. Whiteout
conditions grounded airplanes and sent fleets of plow
and salt trucks trundling through snow-clogged roadways before the storm began to ebb at midday.
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Blizzard leaves
massive snowbanks,
whipping winds
By The Associated Press
BOSTON (AP)- The roar
ot snowblowers and the scrape
of shovels were heard across the
Northeast as residents tried to
free their sidewalks and cars
from mounds of snow left by a
weekend blizzard.
Tp4ay. classes were closed in
many Massachusetts schools
and colleges and Gov. Mitt
Romney asked .nonessential
state workers in the eastern part
of the state not to come to work.
Dozens of school,districts across
New Jersey also canceled classes or schedule delayed openings.
At least 14 deaths were
linked to the weather: three in
Connecticut. three in Ohio, three
in
Wisconsin.
two
in
Pennsylvania. and one each in
Maryland.
Iowa
and
Massachusetts.
Governors in Massachusetts.
Ness Jersey and Rhode Island
declared states of emergency.
Before pounding the Northeast.
the weather system had piled a
foot of snow across. parts of
Wisconsin. Michigan. Indiana
and northern Ohio.
On Massachusetts' Nantucket
island, where an 84 mph wind
gust was reported. the storm
plunged the entire island into
darkness until Sunday night,
when power was largely
restored.
"We just don't have the
equipment to handle that
amount
of snow," said
Nantucket deputy fire chief
Mark McDougall. The department was trying to reach people
at risk, such as the elderly and
the very young, in outlying areas
cut off by snow drifts up to 6
feet high.
Two
communities
in
Massachusetts - Salem and
Plymouth-tied for the deepest
snow with 38 inches each.
according to the National
Weather Service. Over 3 feet fell
in some places north of Boston,
parts of New Hampshire got 2'
feet, and New York's Catskills
collected at least 20 inches.
More than 12 inches fell in
17 of New Jersey's 21 counties
and a wind chill advisory was
scheduled to remain in effect
through Monday morning. The
winds were also blowing the
snow around across the region.
causing drifting and visibility
problems.
Boston's Logan International
Airport closed early Sunday and
e. as not expected to open until
Monday morning. Service at
Bradley International Airport in
Windsor Locks, Conn.. was not
expected to return to normal
until Monday.
More than 900 flights were

canceled Sunday morning at the
New York metropolitan area's
Newark,
Kennedy
and
LaGuardia airports, in addition
to about 700 that were grounded
Saturday, Port Authority officials said.
Philadelphia's airport was
open again Sanday,-atter a shut4
down and flight canZellations on
Saturday stranded hundreds of
travelers at the terminal
overnight, but more than 70
departures were canceled.
Nearly 1,300 flights were canceled from Friday through
Sunday at Chicago's O'Hare
International.
In Pennsylvania, Seven
Springs Mountain Resort in
Somerset County, the state's
largest ski resort, got a welcome
10 inches. Punxsutawney, home
to the famous weather-predicting groundhog, received about 7
inches of snow.
The Baltimore Gas and
Electric Company reported
3.091 of its customers were
without power Saturday afternoon. Workers whittled that
number down to 65 by Sunda,
morning, but that number fluctuated through the day after winds
picked up.
In Delaware, officials decided to delay the opening of state
government offices, as well city
offices and some.county offices.
until 10 a.m. Monday. Some
schools were closed.
"There's just a lot of ,hardpacked ice and snow," Rosanne
Pack, spokeswoman for the
Delaware
Emergency
Management Agency. said
Sunday. "The parking lots are
just ice rinks."
The biggest problem in
northern Maine was the teethchattering wind. Rich Norton of
the National Weather Service,
said the wind chills Sunday
morning were minus-33 degrees
in Frenchville, minus-27 in
Bangor and Presque Isle. and 25
below zero in Caribou.
New York City sanitation
workers were working I2-hour
shifts to clear the streets by
Monday morning's rush hour.
Department
spokeswoman
Kathy Dawkins said nearly
2,000 pieces of equipment were
being used, including colleki:,
trucks, dump trucks and
spreaders with snow plow •
attached.
"We are reminding people t,
clear a path on their property..
Dawkins said. "But please. oh
please. oh please do not shovel
the snow onto the street."
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Points come in
bunches for
Racers as Murray
State trips up
Tennessee State

MICHAEL DANN/ledger & Times photo

Murray High freshman guard Kenneth Trice is guarded closely by Ballard Memorial's Jacob Renfrow in
the second half Saturday during the first round of
the All 'A' Classic at Graves County High School.

Murray Nigh makes
most of transition
points in win over
Ballard Memorial
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
The Murray High School
boys' basketball team have been
a thing of transition this year.
Saturday that transition paid
off in the form of 15 fourth
quarter transition points for
senior guard Tim Masthay as
the Tigers trounced Ballard
Memorial 73-50 in the first
round of the Touchtone Energy All "A" Classic at Graves
County's Eagles' Nest.
Masthay torched the nets for
a game-high 28 points, going
10-of-15 from the floor and 5of-5 in the final frame when
all 15 of his points came .off.
layups. Hugh Rollins acklesi 12
points for the Ti&ers (6-10),
while senior center Cory Zirbel tossed in 11 for Murray.
which now awaits St. Mary at
8 p.m. Tuesday.
Murray High head coach Dan
Hudson made it no secret that
part of his Tigers' success Saturday was going to be getting
out and running the ball in
transition.
"When you can get guys
like Tim and Hugh out in transition and get easy baskets that
loosens things up," Hudson said.
"I thought our big guys came
in and did a good job, but
what I thought got us out to
a good start is that we (shot
so well) from the field."
In particular, Hudson was
referring to the dead-eye shooting his Tigers displayed from
behind the arc, where they
were 3-of-4. Kenneth Trice, who
had two 3s, and Brooks Hudson led the assault,from downtown.
Joey Jackson had eight points
and five blocks for Murray.
while Trice finished with six
and Hudson added five. Ted
Masthay finished with two

r Boyd maiaup

Id he the best fe
AFC against the best'
NFC The problem
iladelphia Eagles i
AFC club looks 1"
might
team for
age

Ballard Memonal — 07 13 16 14 - 50
Murray —
16 20 15 22 - 73
Ballard Memorial (3-12) — Orazine 2
Renfrow 1. Lawrence 5, Rodgers 19
McDaniel, Picket 2 Barrow 13, Newton
8.
FG: 16-50 3-point: 3-11 (Rodgers 2
Lawrence) F1r:15-25 Fouls: 17
Murray (6-10) — Hudson 5 Trice 6,
Masthay 28, Rollins 12 Zits( 11,
Jackson 8, k4cCuiston 1, Buck. To
Masthay 2, Parker-Bell Brandenburg
FG: 27-46 3-point: 3-4 (Trice 2
Hudson) FT:16-29 Fouts: 16

points and Blake McCuiston had
one.
Murray shot 58 percent from
the floor, going 27-for-46, and
built a 36-20 halftime advantage. At the 4:30 mark in the
second stanza, Tim Masthay
hit 1-of-2 freethrows to give
the Tigers their biggest lead
at 30-10. Murray was able to
maintain that advantage, even
after halftime, bekling 'Ballard
Memorial (3-12) -ter16f0
shooting from the ftoor for 32
percent.
Justin Rodgers had a teamhigh 19 points for Ballard,
while Kevin Barrow had 10
second half points en route to
13.
Hudson added that aside
from being tickled about the
win, he was more happy with
the overall effort he got. But
now the head coach has to
turn his attention to a St. Mary
ball club that walked into Murray High on Jan. 7 and defeated his Tigers soundly 79-67.
"They have five guys that
can hurt you," he said. "We
can't let them kill us on the
boards. Giving up second shots
is something that we are going
to address and concentrate on
in practice.
"We have to make sure that
we block out and sometimes
that's easier said than done.
But I think right now this
group is really hungry. I saw
a lot of chemistry and they
are starting to believe in themselves. Once we start to gain
some confidence in your team
that's a big deal."

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Tennessee State entered Saturday's second-place showdown with Murray State as
statistically the Ohio Valley
Conference's top scoring team.
When the evening was over,
however, it was the Racers who
looked like an offensive juggernaut.
Backcourt mates Keith
Jenifer and Trey Pearson tied
for team scoring honors with
17 points as MSU placed four
players in double figures during an 82-74 victory over the
Tigers, giving the Racers (106, 5-1 OVC) sole possession
of second place in the league
standings.
Murray shot 59.3 percent
in taking a 44-34 lead at the
halftime break and were at well
over 60 percent midway
through the second half before
a scoring lull left it at 50
percent (28-of-56) for the contest.
"It was a big win for us,"
said MSU head coach Mick
Cronin. 'To be able to shoot
like we did and to hold their
offense down was tremendous.
... They're a nightmare to
prepare for because they're
the most talented team in the
league from an offensive standpoint. They can hurt you in
so many ways."
Entering the game, the
Tigers lett...the OVC ..in scoring at 88.7 points per game,
but were held under that average by 14 points and shot
45.9 percent (28-of-61) from
the floor. TSU did place three
players in double figures —
led by forward Kareem Grant's
17 points — but were held
to only 8-01-21 shooting from
3-point range.
"I was really concerned
about the 3-point line," Cronin
acknowledged."They can really shoot the ball well from
out there. ... We did a good
job to hold them to 74 points.
if you can call that holding
someone to 74."
One of the keys for Murray was the play of lender,
who supplemented his 17
points with seven assists, one
steal and just one turnover in
31 minutes.
Tennessee State head coach
Cy Alexander admitted the
Tigers did not expect that production from Jenifer.
"That's the best Jenifer's
shot the ball all year. He really rose to the occasion," noted

SAN DIEGO (AP) — Tiger Woods won't
get any style points for winning the Buick
Invitational.
Usually an intimidating preseece on the back
nine, he was the guy having to scramble to
make pars just to keep pace with Tom Lehman.
Woods had two chances to remove all the suspense at Torrey Pines, and he responded by
miAsing a 6-foot birdie putt at No. 17, and
whiffing on a 2-iron .approach to the 18th.
All that mattered in the fading sunlight Sunday was putting his hands on the trophy.
"A great win," Woods said after a 4-under
68 on the South course at Torrey Pines. giving him a three-shot victory over Lehman,
Luke Donald and hard-luck Charles Howell III.
"It was a battle out there."
The only thing that looked vaguely familiar was Woods smiling wide on the 18th green,
hugging his caddie and posing with an oversized check — $864,000 that put him atop the
PGA Tour money list.
Everything else was as bizarre as the fog
that seeped quickly across Torrey Pines and
reduced visibility so much that the Buick Invitational nearly had its first Monday finish in
the 53-year history.
How strange was it?
Woods figured he would need a 32 on the
back nine to win. He shot 35 and won by

scorr NANNEWLedger & Times photo
Murray State forward Charles Johnson (50) goes up for a shot attempt against
Tennessee State's Rod Flowers (24) during the first half of the Racers' 82-74
victory over the Tigers Saturday night at the RSEC. Johnson, who scored 12
was one of four MSU players to reach double figures.
Alexander. "Our scouting
report told us to stop him
from penetrating the lane and
give him room to shoot the
ball on the perimeter. Him
hitting those perimeter shots
adds a new dimension to their
offense."
Cronin said his junior point

three.
He hit a shot so badly that it actually turned
out to be good. With a one-shot lead on the
par-5 lath and Lehman already having laid up,
Woods tried to hit a 2-iron from 240 yards
over the pond to the right side of the green.
"I absolutely whiffed it," Woods said.
Lucky him.
He fanned it so much to the right that it
found a narrow strip of fairway just right of
the pond. Lehman needed a birdie to have any
chance of a playoff, but instead hit his sand
wedge short. He was lucky it hung up on the
hill instead of going into the water.
Woods then played a pitch above the hole.
hopeful it would spin back down toward the
cup. It didn't, leaving him a slippery 18-footer. He wanted to die the ball into the cup. but
raffled it too hard. But the putt was on the
right line, and it dove into the cup for a birdie
that ended an odd tournament.
AP Photo
Tiger Woods pumps his fist as he makes
a birdie putt on the sixth hole at Torrey Pines to pull within one shot of the
lead in the final round of the Buick
Invitational Sunday in San Diego.

guard is beginning to play the
way the MSU coaching staff
thought he could after convincing him to transfer from
Virginia before the 2003-04
season.
"Keith Jenifer had a great
game. He's really playing well
for us right now," he explained.

"If we're going to compete
for a league championship.
we have to have a guy like
Keith to have an all-league season. He's getting more comfortable playing for me. and
he does take us to another
level when he's playing like
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National BasitetbaN Association
Standings
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pet GB
Philadelphia
18 21 462
Boston
18 22.450 1/2
Toronto
18 24.429 11/2
New York
17 23 425 11/2
New Jersey
15 25 375 3 1/2
Southeast Division
W
L Pct GO
Miami
—
30 12.714
Washington
24 15.615 4 1.2
Orlando
22 17 564 61/2
Charlotte
8 29 21619 1(2
Atlanta
8 30.211
20
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Cleveland
24 15.615
—
Detroit
23 17.575 11/2
Indiana
20 19.513
4
Chicago
19 19 500 4112
Milwaukee
15 24.385
9

National Basketball Association
Standings
An Times CST
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L Pct GB
San Antonio
—
34 9 791
Dallas
27 12 692
5
Memphis
19
54810 112
23
Houston
11
22 19.537
New Orleans
7 33.175251/2
Northwest Division
W
L Pct GB
Seattle
28 11.718
—
Minnesota
21 19.525 7 1/2
Denver
17 23.42511 1/2
Portland
15 24.385
13
Utah
14 28.33315 1 ,2
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
Phoenix
32 10.762
—
Sacramento
27 12 692 3 1/2
L.A Lakers
22 16 579
8
L.A Clippers
18 22 450
13
Golden State
12 29.29319 1,2

Saturday's Games
Atlanta 100, Boston 96
Orlando 115, Philadelphia 111
Chicago 100. Detroit 89
Washington 95, Indiana 93
New Orleans 88, L.A. Clippers 85
Memphis 110. Utah 94
Minnesota 92, Portland 83
Cleveland 105, Golden State 87
Sunday's Games
Toronto 103, Charlotte 92
Dallas 95, Denver 93
Milwaukee 101, New York 96
Miami 97, New Orleans 68
Phoenix 113. New Jersey 105
Seattle 122. Utah 105
San Antonio 103. Sacramento 73

Monday's Games
Miami at Philadelphia, 6 p m
Washington at Cleveland. 6 p.m.
Chicago at Atlanta, 6:30 p.m
Detroit at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Orlando at Houston, 7:30 p.m.
San Antonio at Portland, 9 p.m.
Dallas at L A Clippers, 930 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
Boston at Charlotte, 6 p.m.
Phoenix at New York. 6:30 p.m.
Orlando at Memphis. 7 p.m.
Denver at Chicago. 730 p.m.
New Jersey at Sacramento, 9 p.m.
Seattle at L A Lakers. 9:30 p.m.

UK hoopsfalls 1111 Racers ...
From Page 1E3
to No.7
that."
building on their halfTennessee over timeIn lead,
the Racers stretched
the TSU deficit all the way to
weekend
14 points on three separate occaKINOX‘ ELLE, lenn. (AP)
— Mickie DeMoss' homecoming was going well, and then
the game started.
The former Tennessee assistant who left two years ago
to be head coach at Kentucky
was treated just like most of
the opposing Southeastern Conference coaches who come here.
The seventh-ranked Lady
Vols raced to a 22-2 lead midway through the first half and
held the Wildcats to six field
goals before halftime en route
to a 67-49 victory on Sunday.
It was Tennessee's 56th straight
SEC win at home and 38th
overall in the league's regular-season.
"I felt that it was a very
welcoming crowd," DeMoss
said.
DeMoss helped recruit nearly all of Tennessee's current
players, and they were happy
to see her.
"That was extra motivation.
It was exciting just to see
Mickie on the floor," Shanna
Zolman said.
Shyra Ely scored 13 points,
Alexis Hornbuckle added 12
and Sybil Dosty had 11
rebounds for the Lady Vols
(14-3, 4-0), who extended their
winning streak over Kentucky
to 24 games.

CCMS goes 2-1 in weekend tourney
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
BENTON, Ky. — Calloway
County Middle School's seventh grade girls' basketball team
went 2-1 over the weekend at
the Benton Middle School tournament.
On Friday afternoon, the
Lady Lakers (13-3) defeated
Heath 34-21 before dropping
a 34-31 decision to North Marshall on Saturday morning.
CCMS closed out its tournament effort with a 30-16 triumph over rival Murray Middle to earn third place in the
:event.
Against Heath, Averee'
Fields led the way with 10

points. Emily Chrisman and
Allison Jones followed with
six points apiece, while Haley
McCuiston and Kristin Boggess
tallied three each. Ellen Robinson and Layla Choate contributed two points apiece and
Whitney Gardner and Morgan
Smotherman chipped in one
each.
Katie
Tindell,
Teela
Etheridge and Darcy Stephenson all played but didn't score.
McCuiston led the Lady Lakers in their loss to North Marshall with 11 points. Fields followed with 10 polits, Chrisman six and Boggess four.
Smotherman, Choate, Tindell,
Jones and Gardner all played

for CCMS but didn't score.
In the third-place game,
Fields led the way with 12
points. McCuiston tossed in
six, Boggess had four and
Robinson, Chrisman, Etheridge
and Karra Smith all pitched in
two apiece. Tindell, Jones.
Stephenson, Gardner, Choate
and Smotherman all played but
didn't score.
Emily Benson paced Murray with five points. Sarah
Crouch poured in four, while
Morgan Graham added three
and Kathryn Wilson and Karlee Wilson had two apiece.
Calloway Middle closes out
its regular season on Tuesday
afternoon at Graves County.

44 S. 9th St. • Mayfield, Ky
1-800-745-0732

sions in the second half and
were cruising up 60-46 with
11:04 left.
But MSU went scoreless for
more than five minutes, allowing the Tigers to shave its lead
all the way to 60-55 on a Rod
Flowers bucket with 7:36 to
play. However, Charles Johnson ended the drought with a
layup as the Racers scored 11
of the game's next 15 points
to end the TSU threat.
Johnson, who came to Murray in the offseason from the
junior-college ranks, was one
of the four Racers to reach
double figures with 12 points
on 4-of-6 shooting to go along
with nine rebounds. In the last
two games, the 6-foot-7 junior center has scored 24 points
to buoy an MSU frontcourt
that has had its share of struggles this season.
"Charles does a really good
job of just doing what he can

do in there," Cronin claimed.
"He can put a few points on
the board and be will get his
teammates open. He's not a
go-to guy, but he embodies
what a college player should
be.
"I think he's just really excited to be part of a winning
team, and I'm happy with what
he's given us."
Junior guard Darnell Hopkins was the Racers' other double figure scorer with 12 points
on 4-of-6 shooting from the
field, including a 2-of-4 effort
from 3-point range. He was
instrumental in Murray's late
surge, scoring 10 of those points
in the final five minutes to
rebound from early foul trouble.
Saturday's win was a key
for the Racers, who will now
hit the road for the fabled
"Death Valley" trip to Eastern
Kentucky and Morehead State.
Should MSU sweep the twogame set, it would be in great
shape in the conference standings with five straight home
games ahead.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Senior guard Rebecca Remington scored a
game-high 28 points to lead the Murray State
Lady Racers to an 82-73 triumph over visiting Tennessee State•in Ohio Valley Conference
women's action Saturday evening at the Regional Special Events Center.
The 5-foot-9 Remington, MSU's leading scorer, torched the Lady Tigers on 11-of-16 shooting and completed a double-double effort with
11 rebounds. She was also 5-of-6 from the
free throw line.
With the victory, the Lady Racers (7-10)
evened their OVC mark to 3-3 before hitting
the road for a trip to "Death Valley" and
matchups with rival Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State.
MSU led most of the way against Tennessee
State, building as much as a 12-point cushion
(36-24) in the first half and leading by as
many as 13 in the second half before closing
out the victory.
TSU provided the Lady Racers with a scare
midway through the final 20 minutes, using a
20-4 to force a 54-54 tie on a Kendra Bailey
basket with 10:52 remaining.
Murray would regain the lead on a Kaleend
Miller bucket, but the Lady Tigers remained
in the hunt for the next several minutes —
not letting the Lady Racer edge reach more
than five points.
However, a pair of 3-pointer by Remington
and fellow guard Jill Fulkerson opened the
floodgates for MSU, which pushed its advantage back to double digits in the final minute
before settling for the nine-point victory.
Guard Shaleea Petty was the only other
Lady Racer to score in double figures, tossing
in 15 of 6-of-11 shooting. Murray shot 48.4
percent (30-of-62 from the floor, including 5of-9 from 3-point range. MSU was 17-of-20
from the free throw line.
Bailey paced Tennessee State with 24 points
on 11-of-15 shooting. She also had a double-

RACERS t
Tennessee State
Tennessee St (9-11, 4-2 OVC)
Grant 8-13 0-0 17, Bowens 2-9 4-8 8
Rowers 3-6 0-0 6. Enrin 3-6 0-0 8,
Pnce 4-9 3-4 14, King 5-11 2-2 12.
Machn 0-0 0-0 0, Belton 0-0 0-0 0,
laci‘son 0-1 1-2 1, Arnold 3-6 0-0 8
Totals 28-61 10-1474.
Murray St.(104, 5-1 OVC)
Witherspoon 3-6 0-1 6, Janson 4447 12. Pearson 6-13 1-2 13. J4Wilar 4-8
8-8 17, Hopkins 4-6 2-4 12, Deneby 14 4-4 6, Orr 2-5 0-0 4, Redding 3-7 0-0
6. Gnftith 1-1 0-0 2 Totals 28-56 19-26
82
Halftime — MSU 44, TSU 34 3-point
goals — TSU 8-21 (Graft 1-3. Bowens
0-1, Ervtn 2-5, Price 3-7, Jackson 0-1,
Arnold 2-41, MSU 7-21 (WIlharspoon 01, Pearson 4-8, Jender14. Hopkins 24, Dansby 0-3, Orr 0-2). Fouled out —
Pnce. Rebounds — TSU 35 (King 91.
MSU 34 (Jonnson 9). Assists — TSU
16(Bowens, Pnce 4), MSU 19(Jenne(
7) Total touts — TSU 20. 1ASU 18 A
— 5841.

"This was a big one because
you have to win all of your
home games." said Cronin
"College basketball is all about
home games. And then you trA,
to win your share on the road
The teams that do that will
finish at the top of their conference."

SCOTT NANNEY Ledger 8 Times pholc,
Lady Racer guard Gerraca Matthews (2)
looks for assistance from a teammate
during the second half of Murray State's
82-73 triumph over visiting Tennessee
State Saturday evening at the RSEC.
double, completing the feat with 16 rebounds.
Quanecia Fletcher followed with 20, while
Leslie Dean had 12 and LaKisha Clay added
10. The Lady Tigers were hampered by 26
percent shooting in the first half, finishing at
just 38 percent (30-of-79) despite shooting at
a 51-percent clip in the second half.

Cat scratch fever gets the best of LSU

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — at 44.9 percent, but with many
When your shots are falling, more performances like the one
everything else seems to work against the Tigers, that numbetter. Kentucky basketball ber will improve.
coach Tubby Smith said.
"We just went out there and
That's as good an explana- made our shots," senior fortion as any for why No. 8 ward Chuck Hayes said. "We
Kentucky (14-2, 5-0 Southeast- defended well and made extra
ern Conference) is the SEC's passes. (Patrick) Sparks got us
last undefeated squad in league on track with his 3-point shots
and Ramel (Bradley) came in
play.
with his offense."
Three times in their last four
Coming off a season-low
outings, the Wildcats have shot
53-point outing in a win over
50 percent or better, including
Mississippi on Wednesday, the
a 54.2-percent performance in Wildcats
posted their highestan 89-58 win over Louisiana scoring first
half of the seaState on Saturday.
son against LSU (9-6. 2-2) and
Kentucky entered the game beat the Tigers for the 14th
10th in the SEC in shootin
time in the last 15 ames

R.S 1 RFSII)L
1t9.39*

Network

dist-nun( imortigage
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AP Photo

Kentucky's Rajon Rondo
battles Glen Davis of LSU
for a rebound during the
second half of their game
Saturday.
between the teams.
Sparks made all three of his
3-point attempts in the first
half and finished 5-of-7 from
behind the arc for 15 points.
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Free II.viniate and Appraisal call:
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We bill for you ... Medicare,
Major Medical, Workman's Comp.,
Supplemental Insurance.

\dull` N 1),'(Ii'.

270-2474232 or 247-3233

Phillip klappev 11.0

"Dedicated to prompt, friendly
service for over 65 years."

ti lit ILeirti- 11,1,H
Coil lot Appoinimeril (270) 759

TV, radio
NIENS COLLEGE BASKETBALL.
6 p.m.
ESPN — Syracuse at Rutgers
p.m.
ESPN — Oklahoma St at Oklahoma
11 p.m.
ESPN — Colorado St at San Diego
St
NBA
7:30 p.111
NBA TV — Orlando at Houston
TENNIS
9:30 p.m
ESPN2 —Australian Open, men* or
women s quartfirtinals at Melbourne.
Australia
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
8:30 p.m
ESPN2 —

woontItt

Duke at North Carolina

N

•Superbowl

•AFC TILE GAME

From Page 1B

Patroits just win when it matters most
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The weren't nearly good enough to
New England Patriots turned beat the Patriots with the AFC
Big Ben into Gentle Ben, and championship on the line, not
transformed the NFL's best- even in the stadium where New
record team into another over- England was overwhelmed 2 1/2
whelmed opponent that could- months before.
The Patriots' 41-27 rout Sunn't match the big plays they
made, the intensity they brought day night sends them to their
or the leadership they possess. third Super Bowl in four seaThe Pittsburgh Steelers and sons — this time, against the
their 15- ame winnin streak Philadel i hia Ea les on Feb. 6

8
2

AP
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try
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will
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playoff three interceptions, Brady tossed
Belichick's 9-1
in Jacksonville — and was just
i as two scoring passes and no interLombard
Vince
ties
record
wing
ever-gro
an
another in
during a nearly flawseries of playoff performances •the best in NFL playoff histo- ceptions
night.
less
quarterhis
validates
as
ry and
that could soon stamp them
One week it's Peyton Manback's praise. Brady's 8-0 postone of the best teams ever.
better,
the next it's Big Ben.
even
ning,
is
record
season
precise,
too
was
Tom Brady
the opposing quarmatter
might
No
he
why
showed
too determined, and too expe- and he
challenge, Brady
the
or
terback,
Bradn's
generatio
this
be
soon
quarrienced for Steelers rookie
have an answer.
to
seems
always
terback Ben Roethlisberger 'to shaw or Montana.
While Roethlisberger threv.
match. Roethlisberger tried getting away with the same mistakes he made in a great-escape
41,
/114
I 17
,
li
rW*
I.
/11P
overtime win over the New York
didbut
before
week
Jets the
/
A4144/
/4
/
1
4a
ii
i4vn't come close.
Not against this team, this
quarterback, this coach, not
7
even during this improbable •
447==4:
1
Steelers season that saw them
end the Patriots' record 2I-game
streak 34-20 on Oct. 31. That
was a bad-as-it-sounds performance that has driven New
England ever since.
It certainly motivated coach
Bill Belichick, who blistered
his team after what he felt was
Stock #105021
a poor practice last WednesOr
day.
•America's Best Selling Car
"He let us know it," Brad)
thought
have
would
"You
said.
$20,674
MSRP
we were 0-and-16 the way he
everyone
- 1,683
spoke to us. It gets
Peppers Discount
in the right frame of mind.
- 600
Toyota Customer Cash
He's got great perspective and
%
.
is a tremendous coach."
Your Cost,

New England Patriots quarterback Tom Brady celebrates during the fourth
quarter against the Pittsburgh Steeiers during the
AFC Championship game
in Pittsburgh Sunday.
That is as it should be as
the attention of the sporting
world turns to Jacksonville for
the game on Feb. 6.
Officials in north Florida
already are on high security
alert, rerouting traffic, beefing
to
up Coast Guard patrols, even
le
Louisvil
former
and
receiver
wide
Patriots
inspecting manholes at they New England
a pass in front
prepare for the attention the Cardinal Delon Branch (83) hauls in
nd (26) for a
Townse
Deshea
s
Steeler
receive.
rgh
will
Pittsbu
Eagles
of
and
Patriots
AFC
Especially the Patriots, who 60-yard touchdown in the first quarter of the
gh.
Pittsbur
in
are trying for their third Super Championship game Sunday
Bowl victory in four years —
a feat accomplished only by
Dallas from 1992-95.
"Dynasty" probably isn't the
right word for what they might
accomplish — four years is a
short dynasty.
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Vick. And an offense led by
But after Sunday's game,
Liberty Donovan McNabb's two touchmore than a few people were Somebody check the
down passes to Chad Lewis.
be
cracked
not
might
It
comparing Bill Belichick's Bell.
longer.
By the time the fireworks
any
Joe
the
to
Patriots
Young/Jerry
If the Eagles can make the soared and the confetti flowed
Montana/Steve
Rice/Ronnie Lott San Francis- Super Bowl, which they did in the arctic breeze, and McNco teams that won five Super Sunday for the first time in abb held the George Halas TroBowls between 1981 and 1994. 24 years, then just about any- phy aloft, the celebrants were
The 49ers might have had a thing can happen in Philadel- acting as if their team had won
the Super Bowl. Not quite, espefew more had the NFC not phia.
equalthe defending chamalmost
with
been loaded
"We're over that hump," cially with
ly good Redskins. Giants., Bears said defensive end Derrick pion New England Patriots on
and Cowboys teams during that Burgess, one of many stars in the agenda for Feb. 6 in Jackperiod.
AP Photo
a 27-10 NFC championship sonville.
This is not to slight the game victory over Atlanta.
But, for now, this win was Philadelphia quarterback
Eagles, by far the best team "That hump is done."
more than enough for fans in Donovan McNabb reacts
in the NFC in a season in
City of Brotherly Love — after throwing a 2-yard
the
that
mountain
Indeed, the
which that conference was as
•
loathing.
and
pass in the
three straight conference
touchdown
down as any has been in a was
city," defenfootball
is
"This
has been scaled
losses
game
title
at Lincoln
quarter
fourth
long time.
that silenced sive end Hugh Douglas said. Financial Field Sunday.
defense
a
to
thanks
They were 13-1 and domithe arm and feet of Michael "I mean diehard fans."
nating when Terrell Owens went
out with a knee injury on Dec
19. Philadelphia rested regulars and lost two games, but
came back without Owens and
easily beat Minnesota and
Atlanta in its two playoff games.
That finally got the Eagles past
the conference championship
game they lost for three straight
seasons and sent them on to
Jacksonville, a relief perhaps
more to their hypercritical and
terminally insecure fans than
to the players.
When you beat the disease of obesity, you're likely to reduce
The Eagles are certainly worship
champion
a
to
thy — getting
or eliminate other health problems as well. That's one of the
game four straight years is an
advantages of surgical intervention for weight loss.
accomplishment, even if you
lose the first three.
McNabb.
Donovan
In
NOW YOU CAN
Philadelphia has a quarterback
who has been in the running
OVERCOME OBESITY
for the NFL's MVP award every
year since 2000 but this one.
FOR LIFE!
And that was only because
Peyton Manning broke Dan
If you, or someone you know is more than
Marino's record for touchdown
a
was
and
passes in a season
100 pounds overweight, you'll want to
nearly unanimous choice.
learn about today's surgical solution to
In coach Andy Reid and his
obesity that is endorsed by all leading
staff, especially coordinators
Jim Johnson (defense) and Brad
medical authorities. Directed by an
Childress (offense) they have
experienced Board-certified surgeon, our
a trio that compares favorably
comprehensive bariatric surgery program may be
with Belichick and his two
CrenRomeo
ts:
chief lieutenan
your solution for significant and lasting weight loss.
nel and Charlie Weis.
So they have some reason
Don't let obesity rob
to be optimistic.
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OBESITY CAN CAUSE
diabetes, heart disease,
high blood pressure,
sleep disorders, and other
life-threatening conditions.
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Stock 405096

= I I or i Years
In A Row —
Zero Down
RHS Loons
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU:
.10096 loan, no money down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Exeellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
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"Metamorphosis" Support Group
meets the first Tuesday of ever.)
month at 7 PM in the Borders
Community Center at Lourdes.
Open to all surgical weight loss
patients, their families, and persons
Interested in surgkal weight loss.

APR.

Nevi

you of your health.

www.globalmtglink.com
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- Camry

Or
•Best Resale Value In Its Class
Donna lost 150 pounds in 12 months
and has kept it off for 3 years. She say
she is now "living her dream."

FREE BARIATRIC SEMINAR at Lourdes
Thursday, January 27 — 7 PM
Location: Borders Community Center
Lourdes Marshall Nemer Pavilion
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elie Weed
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Swaim Opportunity
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Computers
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Went To Buy
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CLASSIFIEDS
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 7534927
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11104ESS & SERVICE DIRECTM
LEGAL NOTICE
Ai nl informal final
settlement
of
accounts has been
filed in Calloway
District Court by
Gail
Hendon,
Administratrix of
Estate
the
of
Patricia
Anne
Thurman,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
.settlement must be
filed
in
the
CsIloway County
District COLITt on or
before the hearing,
which is set on
2/07/05 at 11:00
a.m.
Vicki Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk
020
Robe*
AMERICAN Red Cross
Community CPR training Calloway Library
2nd Saturday every
Month Pre-registration
required
Call 7531 421 for into.

BOOKKEEPING
SERVICES
• Partial or
complete service
• 7 years
experience
• Business degree
• Satisfaction
guaranteed

Estate of: Charles A.
Stephenson, 919 N.
18th St., Murray, KY
42071; Case /04-P00257; Fiduciary:
Wilma
Dean
Stephenson, 919 N.
18th St., Murray, KY
42071; Appointed:
December 20, 2004;
Attorney: Sid Easley,
204 S. Sixth St..
Murray, KY 42071.
Estate of: Imogene'
"Jeanne"
Colson
Sanders,
1403
Cardinal
Drive,
Murray, KY 42071;
Case #05-P-00002;
Fiduciary: Juanita
Outland Lawrence,
6889 St. Rt. 94 W.,
Murray. KY 42071:
Appointed: January
10, 2005; Attorney:
Stephen C. Sanders,
204 B South 6th St.,
Murray, KY 42071.
Estate of: Hazel
Underwood.
Calloway County, KY.
Case /05-P-00002;
Fiduciary: Jimmy
Underwood, 2855
Kuykendall Road,
Puryear, TN 38251;
Appointed: January
18, 2005; Attorney:
Leslie A. Furches,
104 North 4th Street,
Murray, KY 42071.

A NEW
CONSISTENCY
SPECIAL!

IN TIME FOR SPRING!

Established
FULLY
equipped Nursery for
lease All you need is to
grow & sell 270-7590690
MSU graduate offering
Spanish classes For
more Info please call
759-3879

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
1‘HUH No Multi
\astral %%cithl
Cato.micad!

THE Carousel. LLC
Inventory Clearance
selected items up to
50% off New items
daily. 1051-F North
16th St (270)753-4005

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments have been
made in the Calloway
County
District
Court. All claims
against these estates
should be filed with
the fiduciary within
six months of the
date of qualification.
Estate of: Robert
Steven
Holland,
Calloway Co., KY
42071; Case 183-P00254; Fiduciary:
Donna
Marie
Holland,
578
Ratchford
Drive,
Clarksville,
TN
37042; Appointed:
January 11, 2005;
Attorney: C. Mark
Blankenship, 309
North 4th Street,
Murray, KY 42071.
Estate of: Hilda B.
Jackson,
1407A
Crystal Brook Dr..
Murray, KY 42071;
Case /04-P-00250;
Fiduciary: James
Kenneth Jackson,
1605 Tabard Drive,
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: December
20, 2004; Attorney:
N/A.
Estate of: Virginia
Cobb Ellis, 516
Whitnell
Ave.,
Murray, KY 42071;
Case #04-P-00251;
Fiduciary: James C.
Ellis, 723 N. Main
St., Henderson. KY
42420; Appointed:
December 20, 2004;
Attorney: N/A.

STEN L IDMER
(1citt.1,11

of
‘NKRI

The
following
guardian appointments have been
made in the Calloway
County
District
Court. All claims
against
these
appointments should
be filed with the fiduciary within six
months of the date of
qualification.

In Re: Faith Ann
Lamb, 2517 Jackson
Road, Hardin, KY
42048; Case 104-P00254; Fiduciary:
Julie Mae Lamb, 458
Girkin Road, Bowling
Green, KY 42101;
Appointed: December
20, 2004; Attorney:
Gregory T. Taylor,
105 N. 5th St.,
Murray, KY 42071.
In Re: Madison
Elizabeth Alexander,
1510
Main St.,
Murray, KY 42071;
Case #05-P-00006;
Fiduciary: Fieldon
King Alexander, 1510
Main St., Murray, KY
42071; Appointed:
January 7, 2005;
Attorney: Sid Easley,
204 S. 6th St.,
Murray, KY 42071.
In

.‘
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753-1752

Fieldon
King
Alexander,
1510
Main St., Murray, KY
42071; Appointed:
January 7, 2005;
Attorney: Sid Easley,
204 S. 6th St.,
Murray, KY 42071.

Lost Ring at Ryan's

Size 7, white 18K gold
solitaire, raised filigree
SO

tialp Wailed
ARE you a Physician's
Assistant or Nurse
Practitioner open to a
new opportunity? Are
you interested in an 8-4
position with no nights
or weekends? For the
'right' person, we otter
a competitive salary.
benefits and generous
PTO time We are looking for someone to to
our team that will treat
our patients like family
while giving them the
highest quality health
care If you want to
hear more. please write
us at Progressive
Radiation Oncology,
PLLC. P.O. Box 1671,
Murray, KY 42071. All
inquiries will be kept
strictly confidential

104 tiam SO- taresk iurs.ros taus
Nano,KY OM
141663174M
(2/015ealso
All NaasTrumpetlike'• Airport Senior • Certified Driers

Corporate
headquarters
of
nationwide freight transportation
company is seeking experienced or
degreed individuals capable of
negotiating
broker
carrier
agreements with contract carriers.
In this challenging, fast-paced
environment you will discuss our
offer, expectations, and contract in
detail, follow-up on insurance
requirements, and finalize the
negotiation process. Requires
working knowledge of computers,
telephones and general office
procedures. Includes competitive
benefit package and base salary
plus
unlimited
commission
potential. Self motivated individuals seeking a stimulating job opportunity are encouraged to e-mail
resume to rlong@ptl-inc.com or
mail resume to:

-Mad.

SERVICES INC

Human Resources
P.O. Box 1889, Murray,KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Emploer
www.murrylclger.com www mur•
A.}. Vied, •r cam
• it

fountains for days
and nights. Must be
able to work weekends. Apply at Sonic
DrIve-In, 217 S. 12th
Street. No phone
cells.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $912 on Part A. $110 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CUM'S

••••■•••

ommercial Wast
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

tl

a.m.-8 p.m.

— PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Self Memorialization,
a gift for those whi.love you.

INCREASE YOUR INCOME
27%.52°/0
Take checks by phone,
fax. web!
Free recorded message
24 hours. Call now!
1-888-558-9640
z99963761
FIRST 500 CALLERS GET
$100 OFF

Set up Pre-Tharta Trust

r0-73:_24 II

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

reputable reader in Murray for 10 years.

060

ESN*Waned

Help Woad

NOW taking applica
lions tor service station
attendant May pick up
applications at Max's
641 Citgo 516 S.12th
St No phone calls

SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-lpm only! 1800-578-8799

NOW Hiring house
keeping. Apply in per
son only. Holiday Inn
Express Hwy 641 N
Murray

OTR drivers wanted
Local company, late
model
equipment
Home most weekends
Call 753-3404

.1

rayiedger.cone www.murrayleaser.com

QUALITY SUPERVISOR
Manufacturer of fractional horsepower
motors and blowers is looking for an
experienced Quality Supervisor. This
position is responsible for supervising
all aspects of the quality system
requirements ensuring company quality documents adhere to the ISO 9001
standard. Successful candidate will be
responsible for development of quality
standards and control methods to be
utilized during manufacturing, testing
and inspection. Must have detailed
knowledge and received instruction in
the areas of manufacturing quality systems to include documentation, statistical process control, blueprint reading,
measuring instruments, and graphical
representation of various data.
Candidate must be able to implement
methods and procedures to assist management in achieving Company production and quality goals.

Check Out These WittterSitecials„,

Our company offers a competitive
salary and benefits package, which
includes major medical, dental, life
and 40IK.

15 Words for 10 days,$15
10 Words for 10 days,$10

If you are interested in this pOsition:

Please send your resume with salary
requirements to fhart@jakelinc.com or
mail to lakel, Inc., Attn: H/R Manager,
700 N. 4th St., Murray, KY 42071.
M/FN/D - EOE

hom l'nder
5 Words for
5(11s

,s5

IE

gas
mssi
.gerdlle
must
0b
00
e uondlyer

•Individualfor sale items only
•Prepayment only
•No refunds for early cancellation
•Includes internet posting & one
day in the Shopping Guide
•Price must be included in the ad

010' on I"

Looking for a eerier In Wyllie V?!
How about incentives such as
'Advancement Opportunities
'Competitive pay
'Benefits (Health, Dental. Vision, 401k)
'Paid Vacations
*FREE RENTALS!!!!!!

Deadline
Monday & The Shopper
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Movie Gallery, North America's leading video
retailer In rural and secondary rtterkets. is now
accepting applications for Assistant Store

Manager.
NEED cooks and

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

753-7890 • 8

PASOIALL

DAYS Inn Now hinng
housekeepers Apply in
person 517 S. 12th
Street.
LEGAL secretary position
Dictation and
computer
skills
required Experience
preferred Pay commensurate with experience and abilities
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-J, Murray.
KY 42071

INSURANCE

)k iir.CiN labFr.t.00
Limousines & Vans

Main St., Murray, KY
42071; Case 05-P00007;
Fiduciary:

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

SALES/TELEMARKETING &
RECRUITING PROFESSIONALS

Re: Savannah

Rose Alexander, 1510

Call
270-227-8332
WE HAVE

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS

Applications in store or at Moviegallery.com
Apply online at Groovelob.corn
Then send your resume or application to

Jeremy Smith
District 011ktie
do Movie Gallery
1201 East 5th Street
Metropolis, IL 1129110

Fri. at 11 a.m.
Mon. at 11 a.m.
Mon. at 5 p.m.
Wed. at 11 a.m.
Wed. at 5 p.m.
Thurs. at Noon

• For schcduling & pay lob lot. i. oni.ict Jill Stephen.
or Julie Brown a1 (270) 753-19.1( or mail ad and
ment to:
•

r
—

1 rilger i. I inn--

Pt). Box 1040
NItarra‘. 1%1 -421171

%Iurnn Ledger & limes

CLASSIFIEDS

Nfundey, January 24, 2005 • SIS

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

David's Cleaning
Services

,

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
Now taking applications for
service technicians. Apply
in person at 1604 State
Route 121 N in Murray.

OFFICE space small to
huge. Will finish to suit.
Warehouse
space.
storage space, retail
space. Call Larry at
752-0813

MGM lia;12

FIREWOOD for sale.
$40 a rick delivered.
527-8368

381R apts. available for
immediate occupancy
Please call 753-8221

MEDICAL/SURGICAL
Office. We are looking
for the right people to
form our office/clinic
team. Our clinic needs
an LPN and X-ray tech.
Our business office
needs an experienced
reimbursement specialist and an upbeat
receptionist. If you'd
like to join our team,
fax your resume today
to 773-233-8795.
OPENINGS now and in
90 days - Software firm
seeking
Customer/
Technical Support rep
w/ great phone & computer skills. Health ins..
18 paid days off/ yr,
retirement plan. Send
resume to gale@
powerclaim.com
or
Hawkins
Research,
406 N. 4th St.. Murray.
KY 42071
OUTDOOR Careers
Hiring working
Foremen for utility contract fieldcrews. Train
at $10/hr, $14/hr plus
performance bonuses
as Foreman, benefits,
and company truck &
tools. Must enjoy physical outdoor work, possess strong leadership
skills, have a good
dnving record. and be
flexible to travel in
Kentucky and mid-east
states
Osmose, Inc
Call toll-free for information
1-877-676-6731
E0E. WF/DN
VIVAV.OSTOSEJ.COM
OWN a computer'? Put
it to work! Up to
$1,500 to $7,500/mo
PT(FT 1-888-3143790 24 hr recording
FREE BOOKLET.
www.vrtworldwide.com
RN/LPN needed for
busy physician's office.
Salary and benefits
competitive.
Send
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-E, Murray, KY
42071
TAKING applications
for all positions at
Rudy's, 104 S. 5th.
Apply in person.
&Chidears
WILL baby sit in my
home.
References
available. (270)2269675
WILL do private sitting
with elderly. CNA certified. Call Carla at 4365356 or 752-0045

NEW year's resolve
include a used book
store')I have the place.
and lots of books. Let's
make a deal! P.O Box
1040-0, Murray, KY
42071

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759,3556

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633

BUYING
aluminum
cans and other aluminum Key Auto Parts
753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
FIXER upper house or
barn. Minimum 1 acre
within 10 miles of
Murray. Owner finance
761-3136
Want to buy- Old
money & jewelry Call
753-6793
WANT to buy: by
owner, brick, 38R, 1.52 baths, 1,400-1,600
sq.ft., garage or carport, on small lot. South
or southwest of Main
St. In good condition.
Price in $80'8. 270753-5065
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six clays a week
Articles
For Sok
10 used interior doors
with hardware $125
293-3606
28 gallon gas caddy
with hand pump, $200
759-9702
AVON
Independent
Sales Representative
has fully stocked shop
or call for a catalog at
436-5900
BODY Flex home gym,
gas range. Call after
6-00 PM 270-7530353, 270-753-9372
FREE
Dish Network 4-room
satellite system Get
the newest technology
wfth
HD y& OVA
receivers. America's
Top 60 w/ local networks only $29.99 per
month Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
INTERNET
Call now to see how
you can get high speed
Internet
service
through satellite for
only $29 99 per month
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901
MODINE 60,000 BTU
hanging gas shop
heater $80. 489-2277
NEW. never
used
Lincoln AC/DC welder.
$300. (270)436-6235
STEEL
buildings.
garages, storage, leanto's, carports K&R
Mower Service 7599831
'TV'S
20%65" HO televisionsJVC, RCA, Sony &
Toshiba- plasma, LCD,
DLP, & D-ILA. Also TV
stands. entertainment
centers,
surround
sound, & more. Come
by Beasley Antenna &
Satellite, 500 N. 4th St
Murray. KY and check
out all our selection
1211
Moms Furnngs
TWO brown La-Z-Boy
excellen
recliners,
condition. $200 each o
both $375 270-492
8668

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application

Office Hours 8 a.m. —12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

'NEON BEACH'
11414TORA
•4 Size Units Available
w Have Climate Cori

753-385

1995 2 bedroom, 2
baths on 2 lots 4365277
1998
Buccaneer
deluxe, 16x80, 38R 2
bath, extremely clean
(270)489-2525
3BR, 2BA, 24x40 OW
on 1 ac. lot. FP, CHA,
appliances. -Large covered porches 24x30
shop w/comm drain
10x20 office w/ 1 BA 3
mi. south of Murray.
$52,000
(270)4928288
94' 14X70 Fleetwood,
2br, 2 bath, all appliances, W&D, C/H/A
$12,000. 753-9503.
97 Clayton 3BR 2BA,
lots of extras, selling for
payoff. 270-753-7823
AWESOME CLOSE
OUT SPECIALS ON
ALL
SIN2004
GLEWIDES & DOUBLEWIDES!
Land/home packages
available f
731-5849429
BEFORE you buy, give
us a try. Let us help
your save $$$. Oftenng
the best service in the
business. Keith Baker
Homes, Paris. 731644-0012, 800-5333568
DOUBLEWIDE EXPO:
Like new, has fireplace,
set-up includes well &
septic! Call 731-5849429
GET YOUR
NEW
HOME TODAY WITH
"0" DOWN FINANCING: Call 731-5849429
PREOWNED
1996
Clayton 16x80, great
floorpla n,
$17,900,
includes delivery & setup, central A/C, Keith
Baker Homes, Pans.
731-644-0012, 700533-3568

28R, 28A $285 753
6012
onle Lots For Reit
LOTS for rent 753
9866
320
&peewits For Rent
1 bedroom apts. $250
$350 per month. 2BR
townhouses, washer &
dryer included. $410
per month. 753-7559
1 br apt. All appliances
included
$335/mo,
pets allowed
4366291.
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1BR apartment, appliances furnished, water
paid. 1606 Miller lease
and deposit, no pets.
$350
month
a
Efficiency apartment,
furnished, $200 a
month, 1604-1/2 Miller.
753-0932, 519-2699
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR apt, 1 1/2 blocks
from MSU, no pets.
$225.00. 753-5992
1BR, 1 bath. W&D,
refrigerator, stove &
dishwasher. $325
1
month free. 759-8780.
1BR, carport, W/D
hook-up, no
pets
$325/month. 753-6931
or 293-6070
1BR, low utilities, no
pets. $225 a month.
753-3949
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in tree
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2 Room all furnished,
all utilities, water, electric, phone and cable
included. Access to
pool & fitness room.
$400/month,
$150
deposit. Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit. Call for information
(270)7538407
213R. $375/mo. Across
from
Murray
Elementary
Center.
753-8096
above
3 bedroom
Tropics Tanning Salon
Apply at 901 Coldwater
Rd.
NICE two bedroom.
753-5731

J&L

753-4529

RENTALS
INS Wall)Rd
Nei" Coward, KY 42176
Z711-434-5494

CFA Persian kittens, 1
emale Persian, 2
Himalayan,
vet
checked
$300
(270)554-5748

I bedroom apartment
Clean imd
all appliances including
W/D No pets
270-436-5496

DOG Obedeence
Master Trainer.
436-2858

270-293-6906
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
apartment, all appliances including washer/dryer, deck with outside storage. Excellent
Location! (270)7595885 or (270)293-7085

HAY square bales
mixed, 40/50
lbs
$1.50. 436-5442
HAY: Alfalfa, also pure
Orchargrass or hybrid
Bermuda; clean heavy
bales, square or roll,
can del. 731-695-3444
or 731-669-7366

FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
161h St., now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$360/ month. Call 7531970 Leave Message
LIVE Oek Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 depose special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEW 38R 2BA duplex,
$700 per month Call
293-5423
NEW apt, 1 BR $150
deposit (334)628-6776
(205)361-4763
NEWLY redecorated
2BR, 1 bath, appliances
furnished
C/H/A, 1 year lease + 1
mo deposit, no pets
753-2905
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
7534668.
340
Hawes For Real
3BR, carport, sunroorn,
no pets, $585. 7536931 or 293-6070.
Rent or Sale: Nice
38R. 28A, 2 CG, no
pets, $650 deposit,
$650 rent, 1 year lease
required (270) 9941030

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G &C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Cell:(270)2934153
9 a.m.-4 p.m. M-F
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
NEW @ penny, 10'x15'
units. 436-6227/29343232

PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
.We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

HORSES for sale: Two
geldings with tack,
$1,200. Call 436-5900
for information
430
s.EMok
LOT with or withou
house near hospital on
Poplar Street. P.O. Box
1040-0. Murray, KY
42071
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer
$125,000. 270-7534109, 270-227-1545
450
For We
195 acres, joins TVA a
Wildcat Campground
county water & power
good hardwood and
pine timber, exc. hunting. (270)871-2834 or
(270)748-2808
GREAT . huntieg on 80
acres with 4BR house
in need of TLC. Has
pond
and
barns.
$150,000.
270-7534109, 270-227-1545
460
Holm For SW
2BR
with
vertica
duplex behind. Grea
investment. $665,000
270-753-4109, 270
227-1545
2BR, 1BA in Benton.
Completely
redone
inside. Located on 2
large lots with 3 storage buildings. $32,500.
437-4419
4BR, 2 bath with 2-3/4
acres. Fenced off for
horses. Priced in the
60's. Call 293-9440
NEARING completion,
3 bedroom, 2 bath, formal living and dining
room, great room with
fireplace. master bath
has whirlpool tub and
separate shower, covered front and back
porch,
hardwood
floors, vaulted, tray and
10
foot
ceilings_
Kitchen nook, split
floorplan, large lot in
new subdivision off
Robertson Rd S. 7531500
TWO-STORY, threebedroom,
two-bath
house with attached
garage on 5 acres,
including horse barn.
two buildings, and two
ponds. 354-8400

LEE'S Minl Sports
Choppers, dirt bikes,
and pocket bikes all
with 49cc gas engine at
the Peddler's Mall.
2004 Honday Shadow
aero, less than 2,000
miles, factory pipes
Call 759-3418

1

11:
1
11
portUlki WIddes

408 Sunbury Circle
753-0020
80118891 pop.lot not
1.500 sq ft shop or
warehouse space. plus
extra nice office and
bathroom located at
810 Sycamore Street.
Call 753-5142 for more
information or to we,
M-F 7:30AM - 5:00PM

•Vinyi Sidmil & Fencing •MONIC
•Brick *All Exiernal Clouting
•
•Acid Cleaning Available
•
*We t ,c Hot Water •Pariung Lots & Dnveways

Professional
offices for rent.
Utilities paid,
convenient
location right off
court square. Call

4 bedroom house 1 2
3 apts 753-1252 or
753-0606
Help Waled

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

LIKE Newt Incredible
Deal? 2003 Land Rover
Discovery, 4x4, V-8,
under 10,000 miles.
excellent
condition
Asking only $22,000
Call 731-642-7376

2001 Monte Carlo, silver. 39,000 miles, CO
player,
all
power,
59,000 270-293-3306
or 270-7534270

David Borders
1270)767-0313 or 12701 527-7176

•
1'
4

530
%roam 0111,99
97 & '99 Dodge truck,
ed, VS, $4,995 '99
Grand Prix, 4-door, SE,
$3,950. '99 Astro , rear
A/C, $4,250 '97 Chevy
Venture van, $3,950
'93 Chevy truck, nice,
$4,500. '99 Taurus.
nice, $4,950
$30 per week plus
down payment '94
Tempo, $800 down '93
Century, $900 down.
91 98 Olds, $500
down '88 Ciera. $500
down. 753-1522, 2933124
1997 Infiniti 130, dark
green with tan leather
interior, V6, sunroof.
Bose stereo with 6 CD
changer, power everything, 109,000 miles.
$7,500 OBO. Call 4926165

I'M tired of being
retired. Painting, roofing, carpentry. All types
of home remodeling
Call Ray. (h)1-731642-0646,
(c)1-931 -445-7371
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
'for all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors r shutters
'No job too small
'Free estimates
753-8858
LAYTON
Hudson,
hauling & backhoe.
753-4545, 492-6265
NEED help moving')
Expenenced. referrals,
free estimates 270703-2942

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
-since 1971*
-Carpets 'Upholstery
'Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
-Got Dirt?'
753-5827
M&L Lawn Mowing
Service: If you want
your lawn to look its
best this summer--call
753-1816 -or -2270611 Free estimates
We want your business and we'll work
hard to keep it!
T&K Electric
Licensed contractors:
residential and commercial. Insured. Free
estimates. (270)7051075,(270)705-0317

THREE Guys Nandi
Works
Painting,
carpentry.
etc
We appreciate yogi'
business.
•'
.*
No lobs too small. Call
for free estimates. Ten
(270)293-0421, Mike
(270)978-0440,
Brandon
(270)4374664
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing. Vinyl
Siding, Addition. and
Remodeling
Quality
Work Over 30 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592
560
Free Callan
FEMALE
golder
retriever, male rat tare
er. Good home 293
1705

Vera
03 Windstar. 25,500
miles Call after 6PM
753-1265
2000 Dodge Caravan,
4 door, power and air,
good condition. $6,000.
753-0955

2004 Silverado, ext
cab, step side, al
power, 7,000 miles.
$21,000.
270-2933306 or 270-753-6270
'01 Dodge ext cab with
4 door, V8, brown,
extra nice, 87K. 270753-7823
1996 Ford F-250, 4x4
heavy duty, 5.8 gas,
automatic,
towing
package, trailer brake,
tool
box, 154,000
miles, $6,500. Phone
270-354-8505
'67 Ford Truck, LWB,
runs good, good work
truck $1000 0E10
436-5356
510
Campers
1997 Holiday Rambler,
34 ft., 54,000 miles.
$31,000. 293-6654 or
293-6153

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
4924688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters.
A-1
AFFORDABLE
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
AU. CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
(270)753-9372
or
(270)75,3-0353
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BUILDING or remodeling? Go to
www CAMBRIAUSA co
CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.
CATHY'S
Custom
Wallpapering. Need
help? Call cell 270978-0569. home 270492-8342
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for NW,all repairs for
home and business
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539603
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured 4892839.

Horoscopes
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Tuesday, Jan. 25, 2005:

by Jacqueline Bigar
for

You have your hands full this
year, as uproar seems to mark
your passage. Though you might
be convinced the problem isn't
you, you are the common element. Your choices toss you into
wild situations. You can make
different choices. Remind yourself of this fact when you are
overwhelmed. Others often push
to have their way. If you are single, carefully check out your
amorous choices, as someone
might be unavailable. Take your
time developing relationships. If
you are attached, your relationship might be challenging. Your
commitment counts this year.
LEO frequently charms and
challenges you. Detachment
helps you, no matter what your
status is.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;

4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Hold on to your hat, as the
Full Moon explodes onto the
scene. Pressure from a misunderstanding also impacts your
work. Don't try to straighten out
anything. Your vision might be
distorted. Information could be
wrong. Others
are
upset.
Tonight: Choose a pastime you
loved as a kid.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** You might not know which
way to turn, as many are in a
tizzy, further complicating your
efforts. Confirm all meetings, as
the communication could be
faulty. A matter involving real
home
estate,
and
family
becomes demanding. Tonight:
Hide out. Screen calls.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** If you can sift through all
the information, you might make
sense of what is going on. Do not
jeopardize your finances or act
on any matter involving money.
Communications could have you
scratching your head. Tonight:
Swap war stories with a friend.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** Whatever goes down, you
see as a problem. You might not
understand someone's logic at
all. For now, don't make any
decisions. Don't risk any major
actions. Watch, listen and
observe. Tread water. A partner
just doesn't get it. Tonight: Sift
through the day.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might be far more
challenging than you realize. Mix
in a little charm on the way, and
you might find others much easier to deal with (and they you!).
Nevertheless, someone could
tumble off his or her pedestal.
Don't demand too much, even
from yourself. Tonight: Know
when to call it quits.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
** Know when to call in and
take a personal day. Right now is
the period time. People will be
touchy and difficult. On some
level, you could be stressed to
the max. A little rest might help

If you

you make the most of the next
few days. Tonight: Check out a
diet or exercise program carefully.
L4BRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** What you want couic
drop into your lap. Odd enough
you suddenly might not want* it
Be ready for confusion. Family or
a real estate matter could distract you from what you need•to
do. Know that you are looking at
a child or loved one through
rose-colored glasses. Tonight:
Let off steam with friends. Bowl
or play pool. Do something physical.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) ** You might feel as if you are
in a pressure cooker. Everyone
wants something from you. Even
when you try to adapt your plans.,
you hit flak. Someone also might
forget a meeting or get-together
Think 'tomorrow." Tonight: Hel0
out an older fnend or relative.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-De
21)
***** Try as you might t6
keep communications flowing,
you find hassles left and nght.
You might want to rethink you/
plans. Use care when drivifig
and using a computer. UpriAr
happens where you least exptist
it. Tonight: Opt for an overvie*
•
Don't use your intuition.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Push comes to shovp
quite easily, especially regardin9
finances. Little did you realiye
that everything has jumped oilt
of control. Calm down and be MO
solid Goat. Take charge arcl
design a plan to solve this situation. Tonight: Stop kidding youiself.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Others challenge you far
too much for your taste. You
could also be tired and dragged
down by recent events. work and
people. Though you are a greganous person. you need a time
Out like everyone else Tonight
Chat away.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Work could make you a
bit crazy. Understand that there
are no shortcuts right now:
Creativity and ingenuity fall to the
wayside. Curb your imagination
and use tried-and-true methods.
Others are
temperamental:
Tonight: Try to make it early.
BORN TODAY
Philippines President Coraziari
Aquino (1933), actress ChnstiCif
Lakin (1979), novelist Virgirla
Woolf (1882)

are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
•::
AT 759-9219
I..,
••
flue S.
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
.4 SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way ot:
saying,"We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1046 Over SO years
!
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Mother resents distance her
daughter flew from the nest

LookingBack
10 years ago
Clegg Austin, Sid Easley
and Libby Hart will be roasted at the Murray Woman's
Club Roast and Dinner to be
held at the Murray State University Curris Center, according to Martha Andrus,club president.
Births reported include girl
to Angelia and John Hochstatter and a boy to Tona and
Donald Ellis, Jan. 19.
Murray Lady Tigers lost to
Fulton County Pilots for the
championship of All A Regional High School Girls Basketball Tournament at Murray. Sara
Williams was high scorer for
the Tigers. Named to the All
Tournament Team from Murray were Bonnie Payne and
Stacy Thomas.
20 years ago
An Auto body shop. owned
by Eddie Cook on Tom Taylor Road. was destroyed by
fire on Jan. 22 about 4 p.m.
Also a 1979 Trans Am inside
the building was destroyed.
In the Lexington Catholic
Snoball
Invitational
High
School Speech Tournament at
Lexington. Calloway won first
and Murray won third. Coaches are Larry England. Calloway, and Mark Etherton, Murray.
Births reported include a
boy to Gaye and John Wells
and a girl to Pamela and Donnie Walston, Jan. 13.
30 years ago
Thirty-three new courses are
among 38 being offered for
the spring semester in Murray
State University's new Life a,nd
Learning Adult Education Program.
Births reported include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Reed Madison Jr.. Jan. 9.
In high school basketball
games. Murray Tigers won over

Farmington Wildcats and Calloway Lakers and Lady Lakers lost to Marshall Marshals.
High team scorers were David
Frank for Murray, Chambers
for Farmington, Tommy Futrell
for Calloway, McGregor for
Marshall, M. McKenzie, P.
McKenzie and B. Imes for
Calloway girls, and McCaleb
for Marshall girls.
40 years ago
An average of $39.95 per
hundred weight was reported
for the season's sales of dark
fired tobacco on the Murray
Market.
Murray State College has
been approved for a grant of
$32,222 by the Department of
Health. Education and Welfare
for a college work study program, according to Cong. Frank
Albert Stubblefield.
Recent
births
reported
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Robertson. Jan. 19.
50 years ago
Sheriff Brigham Futrell has
released the list for jury duty
for the February term of Calloway County Circuit Court.
In high school basketball
games, Lynn Grove Wildcats
over Hazel Lions, Lowes Blue
Devils over Almo Warriors,
Brewers Redmen over Kirksey
Eagles, New Concord Redbirds
over Hardin Eagles, North Marshall Jets over Murray Training Colts, and Tilghman Tornado over Murray Tigers. High
team scorers were Owen Cook
for Lynn Grove. Bruce Wilson for Hazel, Bob Knight for
Lowes,Jackie Thorne for Almo.
Norsworthy for Brewers, Don
Paschall and Gerald Stone for
Kirksey. Gene Mathis for New
Concord, Eddie York for
Hardin. Sewell for North M.,
Gibbs for M. Tr., Austin for
Tilghman. and Alexander for
Murray.

ContractBridge
West dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 5
VQ53
•8 5 3
4K 1103 2
WEST
EAST
#.1 9 8 76 4
#AQ32
•J 9 7 2
•10 8 6 4
•.1
+109
+75
4Q 9 8
SOUTH
•10
•A K
•A K Q 7 6 4 2
4A 64
This deal occurred in the semifinal of the 1979 Vanderbilt Teams. It
illustrated, in a vanety of ways, the
great emphasis placed upon preemptive bidding by most of today's
top players.
Such tactics are like the roll of the
dice. however, in that they can be
spectacularly successful or terribly
costly
In the first of the two matches,
the bidding at one table went:
West
North East
South
3•0) Pass
5•(1) 6•
South did not feel altogether comfortable bidding for 12 tricks all by
himself— but that's what frequently
happens against pre-emptive tactics.
As a result. East-West pushed South
into a laydown slam that might not
have been reached otherwise.
At the second table in the same
match, the bidding went:

West
North East
South
Pass
Pass
Pass
I
2+
Dble
3•
4 NT
Pass
5
Pass
6•
Here West passed initially, but
the outcome was the same. South's
club bid was artificial and showed at
least 16 high-card points. North's
double of two spades indicated at
least eight points and balanced distribution. After using Blackwood,
South bid six diamonds, matching
the result at the first table.
In the other match, the bidding at
the first table went:
West
North
East
South
3•
Pass
4+
5•
At the second table:
West
North
East
South
2+
Pass
4+
5•
Both declarers finished with,an
overtrick, so here too the deal was a
washout, despite the fireworks.
In the second match, where the
East-West tactics were less aggressive, it's hard to blame either South
for opting to bid fis e diamonds rather
than six over four spades.
What conclusion can be drawn
from these goings-on? It all depends
on which school you eome from.
Those who favor pre-emptive tactics
will argue that in the second match,
both East-West pairs kept NorthSouth from reaching a cold slam,
while those who criticize such tactics
will point out that at the first table in
the first match. East-West drove
South into a slam he might not have
bid on his own. What do you think?

Nturray Ledger & Times

DEAR ABBY: I am a 26year-old woman who has been
married for
a year and
a half. After
our
wedding,
my
husband,
"Wendell,"
and I moved
2 1/2 hours
away from
my homeDear Abby town.
I'm
happier
now
By Abigail
than I have
Van Buren
ever been.
The problem is my mother.
who has never stopped making me feel guilty about moving. Recently. Mom has become
mean and offensive, saying
maybe she should just for7ct
about me rather than deal with
the pain of my living so far
away. She says she'd rather not
see her future grandchildren at
all if it's going to be only once
or twice a month.
I have tried to reason with
her; her only response is that
I should move closer. I'm afraid
I'll lose my mother if I don't
move closer. Can you give me
some advice? -- MISSING MY
MOM IN VIRGINIA
DEAR MISSING: Please
don't sacrifice a life in which
you are happier than you have
ever been in order to please
your mother. That you were
able to marry and leave the
nest is proof that she was successful as a parent. In some families, the umbilical cord is never
severed -- it stays connected
with chicken soup running in

TodaylnIllstory
By The Associated Press
• Today is Monday. Jan. 24,
the 24th day of 2005. There
are 341 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan, 24, 1848, James
W. Marshall discovered a gold
nugget at Sutter's Mill in northern California, a discovery that
led to the gold rush of '49.
On this date:
In 1908. the first Boy Scout
troop was organized in England by Robert Baden-Powell.
In 1965, Winston Churchill
died in London at age 90.
In 1972. the Supreme Court
struck down laws that denied
welfare benefits to people who
had resided in a state for less
than a year.
In 1989, confessed serial
killer Theodore Bundy was put
to death in Florida's electric
chair.
In 1993, retired Supreme
Court Justice Thurgood Marshall died in Bethesda. Md.,
at age 84.
Ten years ago: President
Clinton appealed for common
ground as he delivered his second State of the Union address.

between - and it's not healthy
for anyone.
Your mother is suffering a
sense of loss because, before
you were married, her entire
focus was on you. Many mothers are experts at the kind of
manipulation you're experiencing, but you don't have to take
the bait. Encourage her to
become involved in activities
and relationships that will be
emotionally rewarding for her.
When she starts threatening you
with being forgotten, tell your
mother that she may forget you
but you will always love and
remember her. When she says
she'd rather not see her future
gritadchildren at all than once,
or twice a month, remind her
that will mean a loss for everyone. But do not give in to
emotional blackmail.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I was dating a man for nearly a year,
and it was wonderful until things
started to unravel. After we
had dated for several months
and things were starting to get
serious, he introduced me to
his
7-year-old
daughter,
"Emma."
Emma and I took to each
other immediately and became
great friends.
Sadly, things with her father,
and me didn't work out, and
I broke off the relationship. Now
I'm struggling to explain to
Emma why I'm no longer
around. What is the best way
to deal with this? I love Emma
and want to do what is best
for her, and I don't want her
to think I abandoned her. But
I think it would be best to
ease my way out of her life
so as not to add to her confusion -- especially when her
dad's new girlfriend comes
along. How should I handle
this? -- HEARTBROKEN IN
VIRGINIA
DEAR HEARTBROKEN:
The kindest thing would be to
visit with Emma and explain
to her that the relationship you
had with her father wasn't meant
to be. Tell her that you think
she is terrific, and the breakup
had nothing to do with her.

Can emphysema cause
dementia
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is it
possible that a patient suffering from emphysema who continues to smoke and receives
treatno
ment. medication or
therapy will
eventually
suffer from
mental
impairment
some
or
of
form
Dr. Gott dementia as
a result of
t
e
h
By
Dr. Peter Gott decreased
oxygen in
the bloodstream? Might an
interruption of oxygen gradually cause the death and loss
of brain cells without the patient
being aware that this is occurring?
DEAR READER: Brain
cells are exquisitely sensitive
to oxygen deficiency. Consequently, severe emphysema —
a chronic lung disorder that
prevents oxygen from entering
the bloodstream — is certainly a cause of mental malfunction.
This may be seen as a mild
derangement
thought
in
processes (poor memory and
judgment) or, at the other
extreme, a marked mental deterioration (lethargy and coma).
In many cases, early mental
deterioration may not be noticed
by the victim, but is clearly
evident to observers.
Actually. if you think about
it. a patient with emphysema
who continues to smoke is acting a little crazy anyhow,
because tobacco smoke will
speedily worsen this lung disease. Therefore, the very fact
that the patient continues to
smoke may indicate a deficiency of perception and judgment.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Pulmonary Disease." Other
readers who would like a copy

1 Dalai Lama's city
6 Territories
11 Outback cubes
12 Blanks a tape
14 Comics dog
15 "— and Bess"
17 Pitcher
— Young
18 Elev
19 Aug and Feb
20 Geol
formations
21 Spunky movie
princess
23 Owns
24 Down the tubes
25 Backpack
contents
27 Keep
28 Sigh of content
30 Go on stage
31 Princess Di's
niece
32 Not med
33 News source
35 Satan
36 Arkm or Alda

37 Common level
38 'What — can I
say7"
42 Apron part
43 Sweater letter
44 Writer — Toistoy
45 Possibility
46 Rash behavior
48 Sunrise
49 Patchwork cat
51 Makes a poem
53 Ricoh
competitor
54 Javelin

DOWN
1 Inn
2 West Indies
republic
3 Pub pint
4 Brazil's cent
5 naafi'
WarbLcks'ssnerit
6 Nulls
7 Special-interest
grps
8 D ssenbng vote
9 P ural ending

If readers would like to
contact Dr. Gott, they may
write him through your newspaper or send their mail
directly to Dr. Gott do United Media, 200 Madison Ave.,
4th II., New York, NY 10016.
However, if readers want to
request a newsletter, they
should write to the Ohio
address.

BallyComics
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IRVING'S'PARENTS ME HERE!

THE RING6€ARER5 ATE
THECACIONSPPIKTS!
-TAE INTER SPEUE0
THE BRICE'S NAME WRONG
ON 500 LITTLE NAPKINS!

ItiST IN TIME!
111E itt0 OF HOW

. this time before a Republican-led Congress. The prosecution gave its opening statement at the 0.J. Simpson murder trial.

AIRBRUSH TAN AND
\:TURNED CRANK!

THE BRIDESMAIDS
SHOES WERE NED THE
WRON(.7 MDR r
1K FAVORS WERE SHIPPED
TO THE 'ARON& VIEDCOX7 I
AND TIC KRSON IN
-CHARGE Of OUR CAKE QUIT!

Crosswords
ACROSS

send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My
children tell me I'm old fashioned and out of touch with
modern medicine. My concern
is with the lack of clothing
on my grandchildren. I think
sick babies' ears and heads
should be covered, and that
they belong home and not out
in the evening air. Young moms
tell me we over-dressed our
children, and their pediatricians
say that babies need fewer
clothes than adults. Is this true?
READER:
DEAR
It
depends on where you live. In
general, babies should be
dressed about the same as their
adult caregivers. In northern climates, infants should be dressed
more warm!) than in southern
climates.
I do agree with you about
covering babies' heads; because
of a lack of hair, they may
lose a lot of body heat from
the scalp.
On the other hand, parents
often do over-dress their young
children. For example, keeping a baby bundled up indoors
doesn't make much sense to
me and must be uncomfortable for the youngster.
I believe that today's young
parents are much more sensible about this issue. They quite
properly dress their children
as snugly as they dress themselves, depending on the ambient temperature.
should

r
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20 Electrical unit
22 From the top
23 Cap
24 Wooden post
26 Writer
Umberto —
27 Take in
28 Mullah's
tongue
29 Nova Scotia
city
31 Chilly
comment
34 Apply makeup
35 Mermaid
feature
37 Garden flower
39 Pack animal
40 Underground
conduit
41 Long. long
bme
43 Designer

Chanel
48 Evergreen tree
47 Birthday no
48 Recoior
50 Morgan — Fay
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